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Foundation of CADSPAM: Computer Aided Design of SPAtial
Mechanisms

Matthew E. Doyle

(ABSTRACT)

This thesis presents the foundation of a computer program for the unified design of

spatial mechanisms.  The program will be capable of synthesizing any mechanism that

can be described using an equivalent chain containing only revolute and prismatic joints.

The supporting analysis routine will be general and will be able to analyze any lower pair

mechanism using the iterative approach developed by Sheth and Uicker [1972].

Unlike precision point synthesis methods that allow only a limited number of positions to

be specified, optimization will be employed to synthesize a wide variety of mechanisms.

This approach will allow the user to interactively monitor and control objectives and

constraints, which will yield practical solutions to realistic mechanism design problems.

The creation of this program will provide practicing engineers with the capacity to design

many previously intractable spatial mechanisms.
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Chapter 1:  Introduction

1.1  Introduction to Spatial Mechanisms

The majority of mechanisms synthesized and found in application are planar

devices.  These mechanisms have motion such that all elements move in one plane or in

parallel planes.  While planar mechanisms have been broadly applied, they lack the

ability to perform many general motion-control tasks.  In fact, planar mechanisms, as

well as spherical mechanisms, form a subset of spatial mechanisms.  Spatial mechanisms

are the most general category of kinematic devices.  They offer the greatest capability to

accomplish any desired kinematic task.  Spatial mechanisms can be composed of any

number of links and can include joints with any combination of rotational and

translational freedom.

1.2  Mechanism Application

There are a number of reasons for the broad application of planar mechanisms.

Well defined analysis and synthesis techniques are readily available and are taught to

many mechanical engineers.  Additionally, there is a variety of synthesis software

available for planar mechanism design, such as LINCAGES, Sphinx, and KINSYN

[Erdman, 1995].

On the other hand, spatial mechanisms have not found wide use and acceptance

for several reasons.  One, is that spatial mechanism synthesis and analysis is typically not

taught to engineers in undergraduate education.  Techniques for analysis and synthesis of

spatial mechanisms usually involve extensive vector mathematics and linear algebra

techniques.  Even for the experienced mechanical designer, it is labor intensive and

difficult to design a spatial mechanism.  The visualization of these devices can even be

difficult.  Finally, no computer package exists that combines rudimentary training,

synthesis, and analysis of spatial mechanisms in one program.
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1.3  Spatial Mechanism Alternatives

Due to the inability of practicing engineers to design spatial mechanisms, many

spatial kinematic tasks are either done by a robotic manipulator, a machine with multiple

planar actuators, or are simply ignored for automation and are performed by human

operators.  It should be noted that robotic manipulators provide controlled actuation of all

the joints in the system, which results in a large number of degrees of freedom.  This

flexibility may be not necessary for the given task, in which case the manipulator could

be replaced with a single degree-of-freedom spatial mechanism.

1.4  Advantages of Spatial Mechanisms

In many automation situations, a spatial mechanism has a clear advantage over

robotic manipulators and combined planar mechanisms.  One good example would be a

“pick-and-place” task, the universal task for assembly machines, that involves non-

coplanar motion.  The advantages of spatial, single-degree-of-freedom mechanisms

include simplicity, lower cost, higher reliability, and lower energy consumption.  For

these reasons single-degree-of-freedom mechanisms excel over multi-degree-of-freedom

manipulators in highly repetitive tasks for mass production by reducing start-up,

maintenance, and operating costs, thereby increasing productivity.

Myklebust, et. al., [1985] expressed it this way: "Spatial mechanisms, being

purely mechanical single-input devices, tend to be more reliable and more energy

efficient than electronically-controlled multiple-input devices such as robotic

manipulators.  Also, closed-loop devices, such as spatial mechanisms, are known to be

capable of running at higher speeds and carrying greater loads with more precision than

open-loop devices, such as the typical serial robotic manipulator."

1.5  Disadvantages of Spatial Mechanisms

The main disadvantage of spatial mechanisms is the lack of flexibility with

respect to meeting the changing needs of a desired task.  This is a valid point and must be

considered before the time and effort is put into designing a spatial mechanism.  If the

mechanism is going to have a short life span and cannot be reused elsewhere, then it

should not be designed and built.  On the other hand, if it is going to be an automotive
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part, a guidance device on a piece of exercise equipment, or part of a manufacturing

process that will not be modified for an extended period of time, then flexibility becomes

less important.

Another potential downside to using spatial mechanisms is the need for custom

fabrication to meet a particular motion requirement.  While this may be true, one-off

spatial mechanisms can probably be designed and fabricated for less than the cost of a

robotic manipulator.  If the mechanism is going to be mass produced, then the cost and

effort is more easily justified.  For instance, consider the top of a convertible car.  It

would probably be impractical to employ a multi-degree-of-freedom robotic manipulator

in the back of the car just to open and close the roof.  In this case, it is worth the effort to

design a planar mechanism to perform the given task.  This same concept applies to

spatial mechanisms.

The last major concern is the difficulty regarding the design of spatial

mechanisms.  This problem will persist until a tool is created that will allow the average

engineer to easily synthesize spatial mechanisms.  CADSPAM will fulfill this need and

allow designers to exploit the full potential of spatial mechanisms.

1.6  Applications for Spatial Mechanisms

If spatial mechanisms could be synthesized quickly and easily, there could be

many suitable applications for them in addition to the examples described above.  Some

examples include the aerospace industry, exercise equipment, and the rehabilitation

medical field.  Engineers in aerospace are constantly trying to find ways to make things

compact, light weight, and able to perform a specific spatial function.  For example,

spatial mechanisms are especially useful in satellite design and deployment.  The exercise

industry could also use spatial mechanisms to design equipment that more closely mimics

the natural path of the body while performing specific exercises.  Human kinetic

rehabilitation and aids for people with disabilities likewise would benefit from such a tool

to develop sophisticated mechanical devices.  Basically, spatial mechanisms could be

applied to any task that requires general spatial motion.
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1.7  Origins of CADSPAM

In December of 1981, the late George N. Sandor, in collaboration with Charles F.

Reinholtz, developed the basic concept of a software package for the interactive

computer-aided synthesis of spatial mechanisms.  Later that month, Dr. Sandor coined

the acronym CADSPAM (for Computer Aided Design of SPAtial Mechanisms).  A copy

of the first page of Dr. Sandor’s original notes is included as Figure 1-1.

Figure 1.1. Original Notes From Dr. Sandor

Even in 1981, the need for a comprehensive tool for designing spatial

mechanisms was apparent.  Dr. Sandor realized that the design process would need to be

conducted in an interactive session with extensive visual feedback and opportunity for the

designer to guide the design process.  He also realized the tool would need to interact

with the user through natural language descriptions and other natural forms of inputs, and

quickly present candidate designs.  Although this concept motivated a great deal of

theoretical research, the theories could not be fully tested because of hardware and

software limitations.  Furthermore, methods for optimal design and standard approaches

to the design process were not well evolved, limiting the tools that could be used in the

development of interactive design software.  CADSPAM was, in many respects, an idea

before its time.

1.8  Enabling Technology for CADSPAM

It is now an opportune time for revisiting the development of CADSPAM and its

underlying theory.  The limitations that seemed insurmountable fifteen years ago have

been diminished by vastly improved computer hardware and software tools.  The
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computing power and popularity of high-end PC’s has greatly increased their ability to

handle a large number of computations quickly.  Furthermore, large advances in graphics

programming on PC’s have been made with the introduction of Open GL, SGI’s software

and hardware products that make high-quality graphics possible for PC platforms.

In addition, groundwork for the theoretical design of machines, in general, and

mechanisms, in particular, has evolved significantly.  Evidence of the evolution in these

areas can be seen in computer-aided design packages such as Sphinx [Ruth and

McCarthy, 1997] for synthesizing planar and spherical mechanisms, and RobotAssist

[New River Kinematics, 1997] for the interactive design and simulation of robotic

manipulators.  The latter program was co-developed by Professor Reinholtz and has been

used to create the spatial mechanism figure that appears in a later section of this thesis.

Both of these packages demonstrate the potential for intuitive standard Windows-based

user interfaces, realistic three-dimensional graphics, on-line tutorials, and real-time

interactive design.

1.9  Current Need for CADSPAM

The idea of CADSPAM, since first proposed by Dr. George Sandor, has changed

little in aim, scope, and need.  The need still exists for a powerful tool for spatial

mechanism design that can be readily used by any engineer.  The aim of providing this

tool through a highly graphic, and visual format, with well planned interaction between

the user and development tools still exists.  In these respects, efforts to continue the

proposed idea of Dr. Sandor are timely, needed, and will provide a significant advantage

to developing new spatial mechanisms.
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Chapter 2:  Literature Review

2.1  Precision Point Synthesis

The pioneer of modern kinematics in the United States is generally considered to

be Freudenstein.  His 1954 paper, “Approximate Synthesis of Four-Bar Linkages,”

[Freudenstein, 1954] probably marks the beginning of the shift in emphasis from

graphical to analytical methods.  The expression, “Approximate Synthesis,” was widely

used during this era to denote precision-position synthesis to approximate a given

function.  Freudenstein’s later work with Sandor [Freudenstein and Sandor, 1959]

employed complex number theory and a programmed IBM 650 digital computer for the

synthesis of path-generating mechanisms.  Denavit and Hartenberg [1960] then extended

the precision-position approach of Freudenstein [1954] to the synthesis of spatial RSSR

and RCCC mechanisms and showed the synthesis equations to be linear up to a limited

number of precision positions.  Until about 1965, the only spatial mechanism synthesis

problems covered in the literature involved coordinating motions of input and output

links, or as it is commonly known, the function-generation problem.  Wilson [1965] then

introduced the problem of spatial rigid-body guidance.

These precision-position tools were developed and then applied to spatial

mechanisms using dyad theory.  With this premise in mind, there are many different

mathematical techniques that can be employed to synthesize a mechanism.  One popular

approach is the displacement matrix method used by Suh and Radcliffe [1978], Cotner

and Erdman [1988], and Premkumar and Kramer [1988].  Sandor, et. al., [1984 and 1985]

published vector-based methods for precision-point synthesis.  Suh and Radcliffe [1978]

used nonlinear programming methods for the precision-position synthesis of spatial

mechanisms.

2.2  Synthesis Using Optimization

In addition to precision-position synthesis techniques, several path optimization

techniques have been proposed.  Freudenstein [1959] first proposed an optimization

procedure specifically for kinematic synthesis.  Sutherland [1977] presented a similar
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method for designing four-bar linkages where some of the prescribed positions are

satisfied exactly and the remaining positions are approximated in the least-squares error

sense.

In the early 1970’s application of numerically based optimization to the design of

spheric and spatial mechanisms became a topic of interest.  Gupta [1973] demonstrated

the synthesis of RSSR and RSRC spatial linkages with minimum structural error, subject

to branching, mobility, and transmission constraints.  Then Suh and Mechlenburg [1973]

synthesized path-generating spatial mechanisms with minimum structural error in the

least-squares sense.  Kramer [1973] created a more advanced optimization technique

called “selective precision synthesis” and later applied it to spatial mechanisms.  This

method allows the designer to create different size accuracy spheres around each design

point in order to make certain points more or less constrained.  Later Premkumar and

Kramer [1986] used the method of selective precision synthesis for synthesizing position

and later for synthesizing velocity and acceleration of an RRSS mechanism [Premkumar

and Kramer, 1989].  As part of the original groundwork for CADSPAM, Reinholtz

[1983] also demonstrated the application of optimal synthesis techniques to spatial

mechanisms.

2.3  Optimization vs. Precision Point Synthesis

Optimization-based techniques have several advantages over precision-position-

based techniques, which are limited to satisfying a few discrete positions over a range of

motion. Even pick-and-place operations, which require only a selected number of

accurate position locations, can be improved with optimization routines.  The

optimization routine can be used to satisfy the required positions, while simultaneously

finding the solution that best meets other mechanism requirements.  Premkumar and

Kramer [1986] make the following observations with respect to optimization-based

synthesis, "The technique overcomes the inherently large structural errors present in

mechanisms synthesized by various graphical and analytical methods by using an error

envelope approach rather than precision points.  The technique also yields fundamentally

stable solutions rarely found in most closed-form synthesis techniques."  Finally,
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synthesis through optimization provides a general approach that can be applied to a large

number of mechanisms.

2.4  Related Computer Programs

There is a variety of commercial software available for the analysis and animation

of spatial mechanisms.  These include Working Model 3-D, LINKAGES, and ADAMS

[Erdman, 1995].  Unfortunately, none of these include synthesis tools for creating a

spatial mechanism to satisfy given motion requirements.  They only allow the user to

create or import CAD or FEA models for kinematic analysis.

MECHANICA Motion [Hollars and Rosenthal, 1991] is probably the commercial

package that most closely resembles the work proposed here.  Like CADSPAM, it is

based on a similar optimization analysis algorithm and it allows the user a great deal of

control over the design process.  This package is not a complete application for spatial

mechanism synthesis, however.  It allows parametric sensitivity studies, or as Erdman

describes it, the design “can be tweaked by way of optimization” [Erdman, 1995].  While

this approach is useful if the mechanism type and general dimensions are known, it does

not promote innovative application of spatial mechanisms.
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Chapter 3:  Synthesis Method

3.1  Introduction to Optimization

Optimization can be described as the process of seeking the best result under a

given set of circumstances.  The best result can be either the minimum or the maximum

value of something, depending on the evaluation criteria and what is to be accomplished.

For instance, one may want to minimize the effort to complete a task, while another may

want to maximize the number of units produced on an assembly line in a given time.  In

the case of spatial mechanisms, the common approach is to minimize the error between

the desired output and the achieved output.

The optimization problem takes form by creating a mathematical function

(objective function) that represents the system that is to be minimized.  Within this

function there are variables that the designer can manipulate in order to change the value

of the objective function.  These variables are known as design variables.  Rarely are

design variables unbounded.  Typically they have practical limits that the designer will

place on them.  The design may also be governed by other functional limitations.  These

limits are called constraints and must be expressed in the objective function in terms of

the design variables.

Mechanism optimization can be structured in such a way that most operations are

automated and transparent to the user.  A general approach to mechanism optimization

can be outlined in four steps.

1. Choose the type of mechanism to be designed

2. Select an approach for analysis such as the one of Sheth and Uicker [1972].  Note

that this approach is general and can be automatically applied to the analysis of any

mechanism.

3. Set up an objective function that will measure the quality of the design with respect

to the objectives and constraints.

4. Search to find the optimal set of values for the design variables that produce the

best result and satisfy all design constraints.
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3.2  Formal Definition of the Optimization Problem

An optimization problem or mathematical programming problem can be stated in

the following form [Reinholtz, 1983]:

Find  X  =  

X

X

.

.

X

1

2

n



























 =  {X1 ,  X2, …….., Xn}
T  (3.1)

That minimizes f (X, θ) (where θ is an independent set of input motion variables having a

predetermined range), subject to inequality constraints

gj (X, θ) < 0,     j = 1, 2, ……., m  (3.2)

And equality constraints

         l j (X, θ) = 0,     j = m + 1, m + 2, ….., p  (3.3)

Here X is the design vector, and f (X, θ) is the objective function.  The design vector is

composed of the design variables, which may be written in transposed form as {X1, X2,

…….., Xn}
T.  The vector θ = {θ1, θ2, …, θq}

T, made up of a set of independent

parameters, may typically be comprised of time or position values.  In general, most

optimization problems do not contain this independent parameter vector, therefore most

textbooks do not include it in defining the standard optimization problem.  However, in

mechanism design, the independent parameters representing the mechanism inputs often

appear in the design equations.

When the vector θ is present in the objective function or in any of the constraint

equations, the problem will be called a parametric programming problem.  This type of

problem is generally much more difficult to solve than non-parametric problems,

because, for each new design vector, X, that is tried, the objective function and the

constraints must be evaluated at every value of the independent input parameters.
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3.3  Four-Bar Linkage Example

The four-bar linkage illustrated in Figure 3.1 will be used to demonstrate a path

generation optimization problem with point P as the output and link 2 (L2) as the input.  It

should be noted that the four-bar linkage in Figure 3.1 is labeled in a manner that

coincides with most kinematics books.  The four-bar linkage is relabeled in Figure 3.2 to

match up with the Denavit and Hartenberg notation that will be used later in this thesis.

θ2

P

γ

L1

L2

L3

L4

LA

θ3

θ4

Figure 3.1.  Four-Bar Linkage, Standard Kinematic Notation

P

γ

L1

L2

L3

L4

LA

θ2

θ4

θ3

θ1

Figure 3.2.  Four-Bar Linkage, Denavit and Hartenberg Notation
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3.3.1 Objective Function

As with any linkage synthesis problem, only a limited number of output positions

can be reached exactly.  By using optimization, a mechanism can be synthesized that will

minimize the structural error at any number of desired positions.  A logical and popular

way to form the objective function is by computing the sum of the squares of the

structural error at the given design points.  In this case, the structural error is defined as

the difference between the desired and the actual output position of the mechanism.  The

actual output position of the mechanism is computed by a kinematic analysis subroutine

for the given mechanism.  Therefore, if the position of point P is a known function of the

input angle at each of the n prescribed positions (desired output), then

Pi  =  F (θi),     i = 1, 2, …. n,  (3.4)

so that the objective function (O. F.) to be minimized is

O. F.  =  f (X, θ)  =  
i = 1

n

∑ { F (θi)  -  G (X, θi)}
2  (3.5)

where G (X, θi), i = 1, 2, … n, are the output positions actually generated by the

mechanism (actual output).

The design vector for this mechanism is made up link lengths L1, L2, L3, L4, and

LA.  It also includes the angle γ that locates point P relative to link 3.  Therefore, the

design vector that is to be used to minimize the objective function in Eq. (3.5) becomes:

     X =  {X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6,}
T   =  {L1, L2, L3, L4, LA, γ} T  (3.6)

3.3.2 Inequality Constraints

Aside from finding the value of X that minimizes the Eq. (3.5), there are usually a

number of other requirements that the linkage must satisfy.  For instance, one would

typically want the ratio between the lengths of link 1 and link 2 to be no greater than 10

in order to have a “well proportioned” linkage.  This can be expressed in the form of an

inequality constraint equation

L1/L2  <  10       or         L1/L2 – 10  <  0  (3.7)

L2/L1  <  10        or        L2/L1 – 10  <  0  (3.8)

Inequality constraints define solution regions that are either feasible or infeasible

based on design requirements.  Another useful inequality constraint can be developed
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when a designer wants to constrain a mechanism so that an output point (P) passes

through a imaginary sphere, of radius r, around a particular design point (Pd). This is

expressed by the following relationship.

(Pi – Pdi)
2  –  r2

i  <  0,       i = 1, 2, …. n,  (3.9)

3.3.3 Equality Constraints

Equality constraints are similar and serve the same purpose of defining feasible

and infeasible spaces in which to find a solution.  A simple example would be

constraining the sum of links 1 and 2 to be exactly 12 units long.  This is accomplished

by the following expression.

L1  + L2 = 12        or        L1 + L2 – 12 = 0 (3.10)

Thus far, the four-bar linkage optimization problem can be summarized by the

following:  find

    X  =  { L1, L2, L3, L4, LA, γ} T (3.11)

which minimizes

f (X, θθ)  =  
i = 1

n

∑ { F (θθi)  –  G (X, θi)}
2,     i =  1, 2, …. n, (3.12)

subject to

L1/L2 – 10 < 0

L2/L1 – 10 < 0 (3.13)

(Pi – Pdi)
2  –  r2

i  <  0,       i = 1, 2, …. n,

L1  + L2 – 12 = 0

It should be noted that any number of constraints could be included in this

problem.  This simple example is only provided so that the reader can get an

understanding of how the optimization process works.

3.4 Solving Constrained Optimization Problems Using “Penalty

Functions”

A common and easily understood way to solve the optimization problem is with

the use of penalty functions.  This is done by converting the constrained problem into an
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unconstrained problem by constructing a new penalty function to be minimized of the

form

U  =  U (X, θ, r)  =  f (X, θ)  +  r 
j = 1

m

∑ { Gj (X, θ)} 2  +  r
j = m+1

p

∑ { Lj (X, θ)} 2 (3.14)

where r is a positive constant called the penalty parameter and Gj (X, θ) and Lj (X, θ) are

functions of the constraint functions gj (X, θ) and l j (X, θ) respectively.  An example of

how Gj (X, θ) is defined is shown below:

Gj (X, θ)    =        gj (X)    if      gj (X) > 0  (constraint violated) (3.15)

Gj (X, θ)    =          0      if      gj (X) < 0  (constraint not violated)

It can be seen that the effect of this formulation is to assess an increasingly severe

penalty on the value of U (X, θ, r) as the constraints become violated by larger amounts.

The most successful way to find the true constrained minimum of the original

function has generally been to minimize Eq. (3.14) using a small value for the parameter

r for the first minimization.  Subsequent minimizations use successively larger values of

this parameter, until the solution is essentially forced to converge in the feasible region.

This manipulation of r is necessary because, if r remained small, very small positive

values of gj (X, θ), even though infeasible, would not contribute much of a penalty to

U(X, θ, r) and the solution might remain in the infeasible region.  On the other hand, if r

were made initially very large, the contribution of f (X, θ) would be negligible, and the

solution may not converge to the minimum f (X, θ) within the constrained region.  In

other words, the effects should be balanced, so that the solution is urged toward the

minimum of f (X, θ) while it is being forced toward the feasible region.

3.5  Example of Two-Parameter Solution Space

The easiest way to visualize the solution space for the problem is by imagining

that the design vector X has only two variables.  The function f (X) can be plotted with

respect to the design variables as shown in Figure 3.3.

The contour lines represent a constant value of f (X).  In addition, constraints have

been added to the plot in order to illustrate how they define the feasible and infeasible

regions and how they effect the minimization process.
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The picture shows the location of the unconstrained minimum.  But this point is

infeasible due to the constraints.  Therefore, the constrained minimum lies in the feasible

region along a constraint boundary.  It should also be noted that there can be multiple

local minima in a given solution space, as shown in Figure 3.3.

x1

x2

Unconstrained
Minimum

Constrained
Minimum

Local
Minimum

Feasible
Region

Infeasible
Region

g4(x)

g3(x)

g2(x)

g1(x)

Figure 3.3.  Representation of a Two Variable Solution Space

3.6  Searching the Parameter Space

Even though the vast majority of nonlinear optimization problems involve

constraints, most of the available nonlinear optimization techniques have been developed

for solving unconstrained problems.  This does not represent a serious limitation because

most of these methods can be extended to handle constrained problems, either by directly

considering the constraints or by transformation to a unconstrained problem as discussed

in the previous section.

Unconstrained minimization methods may be divided into two groups:  Direct

search methods and descent (or gradient) methods.  The gradient methods require either

an analytical or a numerical derivative of the objective function with respect to the design

variables, whereas the direct search methods do not.  Some of the commonly available

techniques in both groups are listed in Table 3.1 [Rao, 1979; Cuthbert, 1987].
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Of the methods listed in Table 3.1, the random search and the grid search are

known to be quite inefficient.  However, these methods tend to be reliable when

minimizing discontinuous, sharply varying, or non-differentiable functions.  They may

also be useful for finding feasible solutions to initiate some of the more efficient

methods.

Table 3.1.  Unconstrained Minimization Techniques Adapted From [Rao, 1979;

Cuthbert, 1987]

Direct Search Methods Descent Methods

- Random Search

- Grid search

- Univariate search

- Pattern search (Powell’s method, Hooke

and Jeeves’ method)

- Method of rotating coordinates

(Rosenbrock’s method)

- Simplex method

- Steepest descent method

- Conjugate gradient method (Fletcher-

Reeves)

- Newton’s Method

- Quasi-Newton Method

- Variable metric method (Davidon-

Fletcher-Powell)

An excellent comparison of many of the numerical optimization methods

commonly used to solve mechanical design problems was made by Eason and Fenton

[1979].  They point out that the ideal computer code for design optimization should solve

any problem conveniently and at moderate cost.  No code tested by them fulfilled this

requirement.  A number of other important conclusions were reached in this study; some

of these are summarized below:

1) Derivatives of the objective function are often difficult or impossible to

calculate analytically for many mechanical design-type problems, and must be

approximated by numerical methods, if needed.

2) If derivatives must be calculated numerically, the direct methods (which do

not require derivatives) are generally superior to the gradient methods.

3) Automatic scaling of the design variables within the computer program

generally increases the efficiency of an algorithm.
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4) The most general methods (those which could solve the most types of

problems) were not necessarily slow, nor did they require the greatest amount

of computer code to program.

5) The cost of preparing a problem for computer solution may be greater than the

execution cost.  The algorithm should, therefore, be convenient to use.

6) A computer package containing an assortment of optimization methods would

generally be preferred to any single method.  This would allow cross-checking

of results and obviously would allow more types of problems to be solved

than would any of the methods individually.

3.7  Use of Optimization Within CADSPAM

The optimization code within CADSPAM will be created as module.  It will

receive the desired positions and constraints from the main program and perform the

optimization.  While this module is running, it will make function calls to the analysis

module to acquire output position and orientation information.

Initially the simple and effective optimization method of Hooke and Jeeves [Rao,

1979] has been chosen for the optimization module.  As CADSPAM matures, different

optimization modules will be added to the program in order to find a better routine.  It is

important to note that all optimization modules will have the same inputs and outputs so

that the main program will not have to be altered.

As stated in the previous section, no single optimization routine is best for solving

all kinds of problems.  Bearing this in mind, as different optimization routines are added

to CADSPAM, the user will be given the freedom to select the method of optimization to

be employed.  CADSPAM will also help direct the search to a new algorithm if the

current approach is not progressing toward a minimum.
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Chapter 4:  Analysis of Spatial Mechanisms Within

CADSPAM

4.1  The General Analysis-Based Approach to CADSPAM

As planned, CADSPAM will be based primarily on analysis and optimization

theory.  It is well known that any open- or closed-loop mechanism can be analyzed for

position, velocity, acceleration, and forces based on the standard Denavit and Hartenberg

description and numerical solution methods [Sheth and Uicker, 1972].  Every lower-pair

mechanism, a mechanism that contains no higher pair joints such as cams or gears,

regardless of complexity, can be defined by a table giving the fixed dimensions (link

lengths, offsets, twist angles and joint angles) for each loop in the device.  In fact, once

the type of mechanism has been defined, this procedure can be automated to analyze the

given mechanism for any set of dimensions.   The results of this analysis can then be used

in an optimization loop, which can readily include significant design issues such as

branch defect, poor transmission of forces, order defect, etc., in addition to the usual

motion requirements.  Optimization will be used with the general analysis routines to

seek the best possible solution mechanism.  This simple, universal approach is the basis

of CADSPAM.

4.2 Example of an Analysis Based on Denavit and Hartenberg

Description

Using the four-bar linkage from section 3.3, the proposed analysis approach will

be discussed in further detail.  As stated before, any lower pair mechanism can be defined

using the standard Denavit and Hartenberg [1955] notation.  The updated notation, from

Craig [1989], defines the position of a link relative to the proceeding link in the chain

using four parameters: ai (link length), αi (twist angle), θi (joint angle), di (offsets).  For a

given mechanism, a complete vector loop can be taken from any starting point in the

kinematic chain.
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Figure 4.1. Four-Bar Linkage, Denavit and Hartenberg Notation With Coordinates

Any loop within a mechanism can be described by the following general

nomenclature in Eq. (4.1), where R represents revolute joints, P represents prismatic

joints, and I is the identity matrix.  It should be noted that all lower pair joints can be

reduced to a combination of revolute and prismatic joints.
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Using the Denavit and Hartenberg values from the four-bar linkage, Eq. (4.1) becomes
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The coordinate systems that are shown on the picture are rigidly attached to each

link with the origin located at the revolute.  Using a (4 x 4) transformation matrix with

the four parameters, ai, αi, θi, di, the relative position and orientation of one coordinate

relative to the previous coordinate is given by the matrix T, which can be broken into its

partitioned form [Uicker, et. al., 1964].
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0 1

p
  (4.3)
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where Ri is the 3 x 3 orthogonal rotational matrix and pi is the position vector.  The

general expanded form of the matrix is shown below.
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This definition allows Eq. (4.1) to be rewritten in the general form

0

1

1

2

1

0
T T T T Ii

i

n... ...− =  (4.5)

where n is the number of links and I is the (4 x 4) unit matrix.  Using the four-bar linkage

as an example, Eq. (4.5) becomes
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4

4

0
T T T T T I=  (4.6)

Equation (4.6) is a complete description of the linkage, which can be combined

with the known input variables and used to iteratively solve for the unknowns in the

equation.  This method is discussed in greater detail in Appendix D.  This general

procedure can also be used to find velocity and acceleration by taking the first and second

time derivatives of the equations [Sheth and Uicker, 1972].

This analysis method is ideal for CADSPAM because it can be used for almost all

mechanisms.  It is, however, an iterative process that requires good initial estimates for

the unknown variables in order to solve for the position.  It has been shown that this

method will typically converge within four iterations and will do so if the initial estimates

are within 15 to 20 degrees of the actual value [Uicker, et. al., 1964].  Finding good initial

guesses may seem like a major limitation, but it becomes a minor problem if correctly

addressed.

  The solution to this problem also solves the related problem of finding a starting

guess for the optimization module.  In both cases we begin the optimization loop (which

is directly linked with the analysis loop) with a predefined mechanism of known

geometry and position.  This will allow the analysis routine to have accurate initial and

subsequent estimates as the mechanism’s geometry is altered by the optimization module.

Once the first local minimum is found, it is desirable for the optimization module

to search the parameter space in an attempt to find the global minimum, or at least an
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improved local minimum.  To begin this process, the optimization routine requires a new

starting point, i.e. a mechanism that is different from any previous design solution.

Regardless of how the optimization routine works, the analysis program must always

have a good estimate of the unknown parameters.  This can be ensured by letting the

analysis routine use a morphing module to slowly change the previous mechanism's

geometry while it continues to analyze the mechanism until the new geometry is reached.

Once completed, the program will enter into the optimization routine again with the new

set of starting dimensions.

The morphing module may also be employed if the user has specified some or all

of the initial geometry of the mechanism to be optimized.  It will work in conjunction

with the analyzing module and change the predefined-base mechanism until the new

geometry is realized.  Upon completion, optimization of the user defined mechanism can

begin.

As a side note, the analysis procedure is exactly the same even if the mechanism’s

output point of interest does not lie directly on the vector loop, such is the case with the

modified four-bar linkage shown in Figure 4.1.  Since the geometry and rigid-body

motions of L3 will be found, it will be easy to solve for the unknowns at the output, point

P.

4.3  Concerns About the Analysis/Optimization Procedure

It is recognized that the approach described above is likely to have critics with

justifiable concerns regarding the speed and robustness of such a design philosophy.

Classical mechanism synthesis has been dominated by closed-form procedures that are

able to produce a limited number of desired output motions exactly.  After solving a

problem for a specific mechanism using classical techniques, the solution yields a vast

number of geometries that satisfy the specified motion requirements.  Since the classical

methods lack control over the practical constraints during synthesis, secondary screening

or optimization procedures must be performed in order to select the desired geometry of

the mechanism.

In planar and spherical kinematics, many excellent tools have been developed to

help the designer screen and select an acceptable mechanism.  Unfortunately, these tools
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are usually confined to a particular mechanism or a small class of mechanisms, and are

not easily extended to deal with spatial mechanisms.  In this sense, an analysis/

optimization-based approach to design will be far more robust and will require less

designer intuition than the classical methods.

The major concerns with a purely analysis/optimization-based approach to

mechanism design are likely to fall into two categories.  First, some people may be

skeptical about running speed, considering the enormous number of computations

required in this approach.  Since the mechanism analysis will be iterative and must be

done at a series of input positions, the optimization becomes an outer loop around an

already complex analysis.  The second potential concern is likely to be the perceived

inadequacy of the iterative approach to mechanism analysis

Without question, the concerns described above must ultimately be addressed if

CADSPAM is to become a viable tool for practicing designers.  The first issue, excessive

computational burden, is of course, dependent on the computational speed of the

available computer.  Experience has shown that it is currently possible to design planar

four-bar linkages on a personal computer using this general approach [Scardina, et. Al.,

1995].  It is also clear that computational speeds will continue to increase and that the

initial development of this software will be in anticipation of significantly improved

computational resources.  Also, it must be noted that improved optimization and

numerical solution algorithms continue to evolve.  The modular approach to the design

process, described later in more detail, will allow the programmer to evaluate the speed

and robustness of a variety of solvers, and use those that are most efficient and effective.

The second potential concern, inability to find complete solutions to the position

analysis problem, is related to the first, in the sense that we seek an efficient and robust

numerical solution technique that is able to track the roots of a solution.  One answer to

this concern is to use homotopy algorithms that are able to find all solutions [Arun, et. al.,

1992].  This approach may prove to be unnecessary, however.  From experience, it

appears that cautious exploration for roots using even simple Newton-type solvers will

generally yield solutions in a single branch of the mechanism.  In cases where the

branches become difficult to distinguish (near uncertainty positions), the mechanism

solutions are usually unacceptable for other reasons, such as poor force transmission.
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The optimization strategy inherently drives solutions away from mechanisms with these

problems.  Despite these arguments, the programmer must be aware of the potential

numerical problems and excessive computation times.

As described earlier, the program will be developed using a Denavit and

Hartenberg-based analysis module that is capable of dealing with all types of

mechanisms.  Later, it may be desirable to develop specific closed-form spatial

mechanisms analysis routines which may decrease the execution time of the program for

certain mechanisms.

4.4  Calculation of Error Based on the Analysis Results

For the general case when there is no user-defined input timing, the analysis

routine will solve for the output of the given mechanism at evenly spaced input angle

intervals.  A question arises from this method, namely, which output positions should be

compared to the design points for error evaluation?  A logical choice is to compare the

output position that comes closest to the design point.

This leads to the next issue, how does one compare the error between two

positions that involve both linear and angular measures.  This issue has been addressed

by Gupta [1997] in a paper titled, “Measures of Positional Error for a Rigid Body”.

Gupta defines Ti, to be a 4 x 4 displacement matrix which relates the base coordinate

system XYZ to the body coordinate system xyz in the following manner.
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It should be noted that matrix Ti is the same as the Denavit-Hartenberg matrix.  The

rotational error (δR) is defined as the Euclidean norm of the following

δR R R R= = −∆ 2 1  (4.8)

which finds the magnitude of the error in a sum of squares sense.  The translational error

can be defined as the Euclidean norm of point displacement
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δT = =∆p p - p2 1  (4.9)

The total error measure is made up from the sum of the squares of the errors from

both the rotational and translational components.  Since the order of magnitude of the

errors may be different or the user may want to place more emphasis on either the

position or the rotation error, the following weight factors wR and wT are introduced.  This

leads to the total error equation,

δ  =  {( wR δR )2 + (wT δT)
2} 1/2 (4.10)

While the method for determining which output positions should be compared to

the design points for error evaluation is open for discussion, the above method for

calculating the error is reasonable and meaningful.
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Chapter 5:  Computer Language Selection for CADSPAM

5.1  CADSPAM Implementation

One of the first steps in creating code for CADSPAM is to select the development

programming language.  The language should be able to produce a Windows-type

program that has multiple windows, advanced graphics capabilities, and an intuitive

interface.

5.1.1  Object-Oriented Language

It is important that CADSPAM be developed using an object-oriented language

for many reasons.  To begin with, object-oriented programs tend to be well structured and

enable the programmer to reuse blocks of code, which saves development time.  They

usually have a small main program with many supporting modules, which makes the

code easier to read and understand.

 This modular structure will also facilitate the detailed programming of

CADSPAM.  It allows the programming task be divided up between multiple

programmers, which will let each programmer create and debug parts of the code

concurrently and put it all together as a finished product.  The modular structure will also

allow the program to be expanded as needed.

The object-oriented structure also makes it easier to test specific components of a

program.  This allows a module with the proper inputs and outputs to be exchanged for

an existing module and then evaluated.  Speed and effectiveness of multiple  optimization

and analysis routines can then be compared quickly and easily.

5.1.2  Stand-Alone Executable File

It is important that the software creates a stand-alone standard executable file that

can run on any computer with the proper operating system.  This prevents the user from

having to purchase or learn additional software to operate CADSPAM.  In addition, the

developers will have better control over the accessibility and price of the software.
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5.1.3  Compiler

The development program must be able to compile the code into machine code

before run time so that it will operate quickly and efficiently.  Initially, the code will be

created and tested on a Windows 95/NT platform.  At this time it is felt that the

computing speed of these systems is fast enough to run the optimization code in

CADSPAM.  In addition, the Windows 95/NT platform was chosen because the goal of

the project is to develop a software package that makes spatial mechanism design readily

available for engineers.  Currently, no other platform has such widespread acceptance.

In the future it may be somewhat important that the base code of the program can

be reused and compiled for different platforms depending on the user’s needs.  This may

include UNIX and Power PC systems.

5.1.4  Graphics

Lastly, it is crucial that a strong graphics engine can be built into CADSPAM.

Therefore, the development program should be capable of integrating OpenGL, or a

similar language, in order to display multiple views of realistic mechanisms.

5.2  Visual C++ to Develop CADSPAM

Based on the desired capabilities from the previous section, a reasonable

programming language choice is Visual C++.  It meets the desired criteria and will allow

CADSPAM to be built as a powerful and fast computer program.

There are other available programs that are easier to learn but do not have all of

the features of Visual C++.  These would include Visual Basic and Matlab.  Both have

some form of object-oriented programming and the ability to render graphics however,

they are not as powerful or as general in application as Visual C++.

5.3  Supplemental Computer Programs

When creating CADSPAM, it may be necessary to solve linear equations and

eigenvalue problems using numerical linear algebra.  While Visual C++ does not have

these features built in, the routines for these have already been created, tested, and
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optimized for speed and are called LAPACK++ [Netlib, 1997].  These can be found at

www.netlib.org.  LAPACK++ includes computational routines for various matrix classes

for vectors, non-symmetric matrices, SPD matrices, symmetric matrices, banded,

triangular, and tridiagonal matrices.  In addition, support is provided for solving linear

systems using LU, Cholesky, QR matrix factorizations, and symmetric eigenvalue

problems.  These utilities will be a useful resource for the programmers developing

CADSPAM.

It should also be noted that Version 5 of Matlab and some of its toolboxes may be

helpful.  The Matlab compiler can be used to convert M-files into C files.  These files can

then be embedded into a Visual C++ application.  It is also possible to link the C file,

created by Matlab, with the Matlab C or C++ Math Library.  This will allow a Visual

C++ application to be built with the core math capabilities of Matlab included.
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Chapter 6:  Specific Modules of the Program

6.1  General Overview of Modules

A general overview of CADSPAM will be presented, followed by a more detailed

look at the modules that make up the program.  Data-flow-type charts have been used to

help illustrate the layout of CADSPAM [DeMarco, 1979].  The definitions for the terms

used on the charts can be found in Appendix A.  The charts start at the highest level of

interaction between the user and the program and become more detailed with respect to

specific modules, which are represented as bubbles.  The text in the figures that has a line

above and below represents a data file.  Figure 6.1 illustrates the general interaction

between the user and CADSPAM.

User CADSPAM
Virtual Prototyping

Module

Input

Questions

Designed
Mechanism

Miscellaneous
Results

Figure 6.1.  Data Flow of CADSPAM

The virtual-prototyping module is the program environment and the main

interactive window for CADSPAM.  It is essentially the roof under which all other

windows and modules are housed.

This module will be responsible for displaying and animating a mechanism and

giving the user a variety of views, windows, and perspectives to visually and graphically

evaluate a mechanism.  The CADSPAM software will use this virtual prototyping

environment to allow the user both freedom in design and realism in creating a visually

accurate and useful demonstration of the mechanism.

The virtual prototyping module may also use a toolbox, with objects that can be

modified, to create the environment in which the device will operate.  This will allow the

user to visually check for interference problems and then create constraints in order to

avoid these problems.
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The virtual prototyping module has the following inputs and outputs.  The bracket

note { } indicates the source of the information for inputs or the destination of

information for outputs.

Inputs:  - Input {User}

- Questions {User}

Outputs: - Designed Mechanism {User}{File}

- Miscellaneous Results {User}

The inputs and outputs of the virtual prototyping module are defined in greater

detail in Figure 6.2.  Using the figure as a reference, the following sections give an

overview of how CADSPAM will work and how a user is expected to interface with the

program.

User

Input
Module

Synthesis/
Design

Tutorial/
Help

Module

Device
Prototyping

Module

Interference
Checking
Module

Animation
Module

Advanced
Analysis
Module

Spatial Task

Picture & Description
Of Mechanism

Spatial Mechanism and
Design Task Description

Graphics
Library
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New Geometry
Specification

Geometry Dependent
Link Information

Resulting
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LocationsAnimated

Mechanism

Library Selected
Mechanism

Mechanism
Library

User Defined
Spatial Mechanism

Designed
Mechanism

Mechanism
Description

Animation
Positions

Graphics
Library

Figure 6.2.  Virtual Prototyping Module
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 Typically, the user will start off with an idea of a task that could be solved using

a spatial mechanism.  Program interaction begins in the input module with the user

specifying the objective task, objective constraints, the type of mechanism, and the

mechanism constraints.  The program will then take this data and perform optimization of

the spatial mechanism.  Once an optimal mechanism has been found, the mechanism and

its geometric information will be displayed for the user. At this point the mechanism can

be animated and checked for interference problems.  In addition, the mechanism's

geometry can be manually modified and the new mechanism can be analyzed

accordingly.

Once a mechanism has been synthesized, the user will be able to enter the

geometry-dependant link information (mass, mass moment of inertia, and applied loads)

so that CADSPAM can perform static and dynamic analysis of the mechanism.

In addition, the program will have a mechanism library and a tutorial in the help

menu.  The tutorial will lead the user through a practical example of how to design a

spatial mechanism using CADSPAM.  The mechanism library will have pictures and

descriptions of the typical uses of each of the mechanisms.

A brief discussion of the main modules that will form the package follows.

6.2 Input Module

The input module will be a collection of modules that will work together to

collect information from the user for the synthesis/design module.  Figure 6.3 shows a
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Mechanism
Selection

Mechanism
Constraints

Task
Information

Task and
Mechanism
Information

Spatial Mechanisms
and Design Task

Description

Idea

Picture and
Description of

Mechanism

Figure 6.3.  Input Module
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diagram of how the modules will interact with one another and what type of data will be

passed between them.  This interaction will be discussed in the following sections.  A

four-bar linkage will be used as an example.

6.2.1  Task Specification and Constraint Module

The first step in the design of a mechanism is to specify the task to be performed.

For most problems, this will be accomplished in the task specification and task constraint

module of the program by selecting either function generation, path generation, or body

guidance.  Function generation is the correlation of the angular orientation of one link

relative to any other link in the mechanism.  Path generation is when a point on the

mechanism is used to trace through a set of specified points.  Body guidance occurs when

the mechanism is used to guide a link of the mechanism through a series of positions and

orientations.  Other, non-traditional, task specifications can be input through a custom

task menu or by prescribing these requirements as part of the constraint specification.

Once a task has been specified, graphical and numerical input can be used to provide

detailed task information.

Depending on the selected task, slightly different input methods will be

used.  In general, the program will open an input window with the correct number of

spaces for the user to define the desired motion.  An example is shown in Figure 6.4 for

the case of seven positions of body guidance.

Figure 6.4  Input Window for Body Guidance
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Any of the spaces can be left blank; the unspecified parameters will be treated as a free

choices within the optimization routine.

There are several methods that can be used to enter the motion specification data.

It can either be done directly in the input window, with the help of computer graphics, or

in conjunction with both.  For example, one implementation of the computer graphics

approach to body guidance allows the user to choose a representative object from a tool

box.  This object will be displayed in either wire frame or shaded solid format.  The user

will then drive the object through the desired path, specifying both location and

orientation of the object, using mouse, joystick, or keyboard controls.  The object will be

shown in several viewing windows, one for an isometric view, and others for top, front,

and side views.  As the object is placed at each of the desired positions, the user can mark

those positions and they will automatically be entered into the correct space in the input

window.

If the user was trying to synthesize the four-bar mechanism for path generation,

the process would only vary slightly.  If they choose to enter the data by graphical

methods, they would be given a point on the screen that could be guided to the correct

locations and those points would be transferred to the input window.

Regardless of how the motion is specified, the user will be able to animate the

resulting motion to check and correct as necessary.  The methods for task specification

described above are well suited for the optimization-based approach.

At this point the user may specify task constraints by using constraint spheres, as

discussed in the literature review of Kramer, for any of the design points that were

specified.  This approach may be used for points, orientations, and function

specifications.

For example, in the synthesis of the four-bar linkage, assume that the user

specified five output positions.  The task requires the first and the last positions to be met

accurately, because this is a pick and place operation.  Since no position can ever be met

exactly due to tolerances in machining and play in the joints, the specification can be

represented by a small constraint spheres at the first and the last positions.  For practical

purposes, this will force the solution at these points to be met almost exactly.  On the

other hand, if the three intermediate positions need only to clear the edge of a conveyor
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belt, they may be met approximately by setting the size of the constraint spheres to be

large.  Furthermore, the constraint-sphere concept can also be applied to orientation by

specifying a sphere based on rotation.

The task specification and constraint information will be saved in uniform data

structure based on the task specification and the number of point that were specified.  The

specifics of this structure are explained in greater detail in Appendix B.

Inputs: - Spatial Task {User}

Outputs: - Task Information {Mechanism Selection Module}

6.2.2  Mechanism Selection Module

The next step in the design process is to select the type of mechanism to perform

the task.  Insight into mechanism type selection can be provided either during a run-time

helper tutorial, or in a focused tutorial that reviews the various mechanisms and their

characteristics.  The focused tutorial will include a lesson that leads the user through a

series of questions designed to determine the correct mechanism type based on the

desired task.

As CADSPAM evolves, selection of the mechanism may be provided in part by

the program which will make intelligent suggestions to the designer.  This will be done

based on the output from the task specification and task constraint module.

The mechanism selection module will have a large number of spatial mechanisms

to choose from along with a picture and description of typical uses.  For each mechanism,

it will also have the geometry and position information for a simple specific case.  It

should be noted that from now on, geometry will refer to the link lengths and orientation

of the joints relative to the links, while position will refer to the specific pose of the

mechanism at a given time.  As an example of the "simple specific case" mentioned

above, consider the planar four-bar linkage shown in Figure 6.5.  This simple-case has

link lengths equal to one unit and all joints positioned at 90 or 270 degrees.

This type of simple linkage will be used later as the starting design in

optimization and morphing modules.  Because of this, the user will not be allowed to

modify this simple-case linkage.
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The mechanism information as well as

mechanism constraints, which will be discussed

in the next section, will be saved in a uniform

data structure so that different modules may

access and manipulate this information.  An

example of this is in Appendix C.

Inputs: - Task Information {Task

Specification and Task Constraint

Module}

- Picture and Description of

Mechanism {Tutorial/Help

Module}

Output: - Task and Mechanism Information

{Mechanism Constraints}

{Synthesis/Design Module}

6.2.3  Mechanism Constraints Module

Once the task motion specifications have been input and the mechanism has been

selected, additional design requirements for the mechanism may be entered in the form of

constraints.  A number of general constraint conditions are likely to apply to almost all

mechanisms including the size and workspace of the device, range of motion of

mechanism elements, transmission quality, order defects, branch defects, and many other

design criteria.  These design requirements will be later cast as constraint equations in the

error evaluation module.

Note that this module exists only to help the designer screen the alternative

solutions by decreasing the acceptable solution space.  It can be skipped initially to give

the designer a general picture of the potential results.  Since the optimization process will

be interactive and will allow the user to change specifications at any time, it will be

possible to review an initial concept without becoming overwhelmed with required input

details.

θ1
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γ

L1

L2

L3

L4
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θ2

θ4

θ3

Figure 6.5.  Initial Geometry of
Simple-Case Four-Bar Linkage
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In addition, within this module the user will be able to define an initial guess for

some or all of the mechanism’s geometry.  Alternatively the optimization routine will use

the "simple-case" geometry that the mechanism selection module provided for the initial

guess.

Input: - Task and Mechanism Information {Mechanism Selection Module}

Output: - Spatial Mechanism and Design Task Description {Synthesis/Analysis

Module}

6.3  Synthesis/Analysis Module

The Synthesis/Analysis module will be a collection of modules that will work

together to synthesize and/or analyze a mechanism.  Figure 6.6 shows how the modules

will interact with one another and what type of data will be passed between them.

Mechanism Description

User-Defined
Spatial Mechanism

Library-Selected
Mechanism

Optimization

Designed
Mechanism

New Mechanism
Description

Previous
Guess

Morphing

Iterative Mechanism
Description

Mechanism
Analysis

Mechanism
Description

Animation
Positions

Analyzed
Mechanism
DescriptionError

Evaluation

Scalar Error
Value

Task
Description

Figure 6.6.  Exploded View of Synthesis/Design Module
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6.3.1  Optimization Module

There are several different inputs into the optimization module.  To perform

synthesis via optimization, the module must receive the mechanism description and initial

geometry guess (if specified) and the scalar error value from the error evaluation module.

The optimization module will contain one or more optimization algorithms that

will accept all mechanism types.  Many excellent optimization routines are currently

available and can be used in this module [Rao, 1979; Cuthbert, 1987, Pinter, 1996].

Once one of the optimization routines has been proven to work reliably, a number

of different optimization algorithms can be substituted into this module and compared to

one another.  Future improvement of CADSPAM may incorporate a higher-level

optimization approach such as the generalized reduced gradient search method

[Gabrielle, 1980], simulated annealing (SA) methods, genetic algorithms (GA) or some

combination of these.  In addition, the user will have the freedom to select which

optimization routine the program uses.  Regardless of the type of optimization routine

that is employed, it will read in the mechanism data structure and begin to manipulate the

variables in order to find a optimal mechanism.  This module will then pass the

mechanism information to the morphing module in order to seek a minimum error value.

In another scenario, either a library-selected mechanism from the tutorial/help

module or a user-defined mechanism may be passed into the optimization module.  In

either case, the mechanism will not need to be optimized, therefore it will pass through

the optimization routine unchanged and move around the loop in Figure 6.6 to get the

designed mechanism data.

Input: - Mechanism Description {Mechanism Constraint Module}

- Scalar Error Value {Error Evaluation Module}

- Library-Selected Mechanism {Tutorial/Help Module}

- User-Defined Spatial Mechanism {Device Prototyping Module}

Output: - Designed Mechanism {User} {Advanced Analysis Module} {Interference

Checking Module} {Animation Module} {File}

- New Mechanism Description {Morphing Module}

- Previous Guess {Morphing Module}
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6.3.2  Morphing Module

This module will work in conjunction with the optimization and analysis routines.

It will be used to create a mechanism geometry that is dramatically modified from the

previous iteration.  This will be useful for generating new starting points for the

optimization routine which will prevent the analysis module from having a good estimate

of the initial position of the mechanism.

In order to determine if the morphing module will be needed, it will save the

previous mechanism data structure in a temp file and compare it with the current

mechanism that has entered into it.  Based on a preprogrammed criteria, it will decide if

the mechanism will need to be morphed.  If it is needed, it will incrementally manipulate

the last geometry of the mechanism to a new geometry.  After each increment, this

module will pass the mechanism information along with a loop command to the

mechanism analysis module, which will find the new position of the mechanism.  Due to

the loop command, the complete mechanism data will then be passed back to the

morphing module and the process will continue until the new structure has been

achieved.  Once this is done, a no loop command will be passed with the data to prevent

the analysis module from passing data back to the morphing module.

Input: - New Mechanism Description {Optimization Module}

- Previous Guess {Optimization Module}

Output: - Iterative Mechanism Description {Mechanism Analysis Module}

 

6.3.3  Mechanism Analysis Module

The analysis routines will form the analysis module and will be contained in a

library of analysis functions that may be called by either the morphing module or the

animation module.  Only position analysis will be performed if the output is going to the

morphing module or the animation module.  If the output is going to the error evaluation

module, the position, velocity, and acceleration will be found.  The structure and data

flow of the mechanism analysis module can be seen in Figure 6.7.

It is crucial that the analysis module is able to analyze any type of mechanism that the

user can choose from the mechanism selection module.  The best way to accomplish this

is to base the analysis on the iterative approach developed by Sheth and Uicker [1972],
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and refined in many subsequent publications.  The synthesis/design module was planned

with this approach in mind.

Analyzed
Mechanism
DescriptionPosition

Analysis
Mechanism
Description

Animation
Positions

Velocity and
Acceleration

Analysis

Position

Iterative Mechanism
Description

Mechanism
Description

Figure 6.7  Mechanism Analysis Module

this is to base the analysis on the iterative approach developed by Sheth and Uicker

[1972], and refined in many subsequent publications.  The synthesis/design module was

planned with this approach in mind.

After the iterative method of analysis has been implemented, it may be beneficial

to investigate the use of closed-form analysis routines for some common mechanisms.

This would increase the speed of the program when performing optimization.  Efficient

analytical analysis techniques for spatial mechanisms have been extensively studied in

the literature and are widely available.  For example, Cheng [1997] has created an on-line

spatial mechanism analysis program that analyzes variety of devices.

Input: - Iterative Mechanism Description {Morphing Module}

- Mechanism Description {Animation Module}

Output: - Iterative Mechanism Description {Morphing Module}

- Analyzed Mechanism Description {Error Evaluation Module}

- Animation Positions {Animation Module}

6.3.4  Error Evaluation Module

The error evaluation module will determine the error between the desired and

actual output generated by the mechanism.  This will be done by utilizing the task

specification and constraint data structure.  Penalty function methods will be used to

increase the error function value if any of the constraints are violated.  The overall error

will be represented as a single scalar value and will be sent to the optimization routine.
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The main issue that must be addressed in designing this module is how to choose

an appropriate metric or measure for the task.  Further details regarding this can be found

in Chapter 4.

Inputs: - Analyzed Mechanism Description {Error Evaluation Module}

- Task Description {Mechanism Constraints Module}

Outputs: - Scalar Error Value {Optimization Module}

6.4  Interference Checking Module

Upon completion of the synthesis/design process, CADSPAM will allow the user

to perform interference checking between the mechanism elements.  Initially, this will be

performed through range-of-motion data of the mechanism elements specified in the

input design requirements module.

Future development will allow advanced geometrical modeling of the link

elements and then graphical interference checking of the links as well as joint elements.

This can be done by creating a general link shape in CADSPAM, scaled to match the

task, and determining possible interference.  From this, the physical link shapes required

to avoid interference may be suggested by the program.

Inputs: - Designed Mechanism {Synthesis/Design Module}

Outputs: - Interference Locations {User} {Animation Module}

6.5  Animation Module

The animation module will produce a near-real-time rendering of the moving

mechanism.  This capability has been demonstrated on a PC platform using RobotAssist

{New River Kinematics, 1997].

Inputs: - Designed Mechanism {Synthesis/Design Module}

- Animated Positions {Analysis Module}

- Interference Locations {Interference Checking Module}

- Graphics Library {File}

Outputs: - Animated Mechanism {User}
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6.6  Graphics Library

The graphics library will provide the graphical files and drawing abilities

necessary to create a realistic mechanism.  This graphics engine may be created through a

combination of C++ functions and Open GL routines.  In order to make it easier to use

the graphics library, some common objects should be created such as a typical link,

joints, and other commonly rendered things.  In addition, a program called Open Inventor

may be used with CADSPAM to help speed up development time. It is described [Open

Inventor, 1997] as being "an object-oriented 3D toolkit offering a comprehensive solution

to interactive graphics programming problems.  It presents a programming model based

on a 3D scene database that dramatically simplifies graphics programming.  It includes a

rich set of objects such as cubes, polygons, text, materials, cameras, lights, trackballs,

handle boxes, 3D viewers, and editors that speed up your programming time and extend

your 3D programming capabilities."

Regardless of how the library is defined, various modules of CADSPAM will

access the graphics library, sending it a list of coordinates, connectivities, and viewing

profiles, to be created in the graphics window.  Fast and efficient routines should be

created to allow near-real-time animation of many of the devices.

6.7  Device Prototyping Module

The device prototyping module will allow the designer to alter and construct

physically correct link and joint elements based on the kinematic geometry derived from

the synthesis/design module.  These links and joints will be constructed by performing

simple shaping operations on a variety of objects available in a construction toolbox.

Once the prototype model is created, it can be checked for clearance and interference

problems among the links and joints.  This allows the designer to repeat the device

prototyping procedure as necessary to construct the necessary shapes and orientations of

the link and joint elements.

Within this module, the kinematic geometry of the mechanism can also be

specified if the user wants to make modifications that effect how the mechanism

performs.  The mechanism can then be re-evaluated, without using optimization, to

determine how well it satisfies the desired task.
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Inputs: - Designed Mechanism {Synthesis/Design Module}

- Ideas {User}

Outputs: - User Defined Spatial Mechanism {Synthesis/Design Module}

6.8  Advanced Analysis Module

Advanced analysis will include routines that perform static and dynamic analysis.

This will require additional mechanism information including link mass properties, loads,

and the mechanism geometry.  This additional information will only be required if the

designer requests force modeling.

Inputs: - Designed Mechanism {Synthesis/Design Module}

- Geometry Dependent Link Information {User}

Outputs: - Resulting Forces {User}

6.9  Tutorial / Help Module

One reason spatial mechanisms are seldom used in practice is the lack of formal

training for engineering designers and the non-intuitive nature of these devices.

Therefore, a critical element in making the CADSPAM software amenable to designers is

a spatial mechanism tutorial.  This tutorial will introduce the users to spatial mechanisms

and guide them through the process of synthesis and design.  This tutorial will rely on the

virtual prototyping environment provided by the graphics engine.  It will show various

concepts to the users and allow them to experiment with many types of mechanisms and

different configurations of the mechanism types.

Inputs: - Questions {User}

- Mechanism Library {File}

- Graphics Library {File}

Outputs: - Library Selected Mechanism {Synthesis/Design Module}

- Picture and Description of Mechanism {Mechanism Selection Module}
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Chapter 7:  Program Look and Layout

7.1  General Overview

One feature essential to the ultimate success of CADSPAM is an intuitive

graphical interface.  The following section will demonstrate how a typical user would

interact with the program in designing a spatial mechanism.  This demonstration will only

cover a few selected sequences in the design process for one of the many tasks that will

be performed by CADSPAM.

7.2  Synthesis

The user will start the mechanism creation process by entering into the Synthesis

pop-up menu.

Figure 7.1.  Synthesis Pop-up Menu

The user will then select Task Specification from the menu and select the desired task.

Figure 7.2.  Task Specification Menu

Once a task has been selected, a box will appear so that the number of guidance

points can be input.  Upon completion, the task specification can be entered into a box,

like the one shown below.  Note, that this box would be for seven positions of body

guidance.  The three coordinates and rotation angles will be measured with respect to a

base coordinate system.
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Figure 7.3.  Dialog Box for Entering Task Specifications

As the points are entered, a box, representing the object to be guided, will appear at all

specified positions.  The user may leave any entry blank and the program will treat it as a

free choice.  This will be convenient, for example, for tasks that only require specific

orientations or positions at the beginning and the end of the path.  For further detail on

how this may be implemented, the reader is referred to Appendix C.

As noted in the previous chapter, the user could also enter the task specification

by selecting a representative object and then guiding this object to the desired positions.

Guiding the object can be performed either with mouse control or through numerical

input in a dialog box.  Once a desired position is reached, it can be marked and will be

updated into the Task Specification box.

Once the task specification is completed, a mechanism can be chosen for design.

Later versions of CADSPAM will provide computer-aided recommendations of

mechanism type.  The initial version will provide mechanism selection information in the

help and tutorial modules.  Now that the mechanism type is known, the Mechanism

Constraints can be specified.

Examples of mechanism constraints include: link length ratios or absolute size,

workspace volume, transmission angles, and range of motion.  Note that constraint input

is not an essential step in mechanism creation.  It simply allows the designer to include

physical constraints to improve the optimization results based on additional requirements.
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Figure 7.4.  Input Mechanism Constraints

This topic is addressed in further detail in Appendix C along with ideas for

implementation within the code.

With the task specification information provided, the user can begin optimization.

CADSPAM will run the optimization module, determining the spatial mechanism

parameters that best meet the specified positions and constraints.  At any point in the

optimization process the user may interrupt the routine to modify objectives or

constraints or even to change the algorithm being used for optimization.

7.3  Analysis

Upon completion of the optimization process, the user may enter the Analysis

pop-up menu and choose Evaluate Mechanism to view the performance details of the

created mechanism.

Figure 7.5.  Analysis Pop-up Menu

They may select from any of the options in this menu or return and repeat the

optimization with different constraints or even a different mechanism.  If the optimized

mechanism appears to be satisfactory, the user can perform interference checking,

animation, and advanced analysis.
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Figure 7.6.  Animation Menu

The advanced analysis can be used to find static or dynamic forces in the mechanism.  To

do this, additional information about applied loads, and link masses and inertias will be

required from the user

Figure 7.7.  Advanced Analysis Menu

7.4  Advanced Modeling

If the user is not content with the optimal link lengths and joint orientations found

during optimization, the menu labeled Device Prototyping can be used to modify the

current design.

Figure 7.8.  Device Prototyping

Using this module, the user can modify the current mechanism parameters and then

analyze the mechanism and recheck the results.
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7.5  Help

It should also be noted that the Help menu will include a tutorial and a library of

spatial mechanisms along with typical uses of each.

Figure 7.9.  Help Pop-up Menu

What follows in Figure 7.10 is an example of a multi-view rendering of a RSSR spatial

mechanisms as it might appear to the user.

Figure 7.10.  RSSR Spatial Mechanism

The menus that have been proposed represent a starting point for the development

of CADSPAM.  It is expected that they may need to be modified as the program is

created.
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Chapter 8:  Example Program Using Four Bar Linkage

8.1  Program Overview

To get a better understanding of Visual C++ and how to create CADSPAM, a

sample program was developed to design planar four bar linkages using the general

approach proposed for CADSPAM.  The code for this program can be found in Appendix

E.
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L4
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θ2

θ4

θ3

Figure 8.1.  Four-Bar Linkage, Denavit and Hartenberg Notation

It should be noted that this code is not intended to be part of the final commercial

product.  Rather, it was developed to provide insight to the author in planning the various

features and modules of CADSPAM.

The program was set up specifically for path generation using the four bar

mechanism, shown in Figure 8.1, with the output at point P.  Note that the potential

design parameters for this linkage include L1, L2, L3, L4, LA, and γ.  A simple Hook and

Jeeve's algorithm was created for the optimization module and the mechanism analysis

was done using the iterative approach described in Chapter 4 and discussed in greater

detail in Appendix D.
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8.2  Input

The user begins the design process by entering into the synthesis pop-up menu

and selecting input information.

Figure 8.2.  Synthesis Pop-Up Menu

This causes the input module perform its function and bring up the input box shown in

Figure 8.3.  This allow the user to specify the task and initial guesses for the mechanism

parameters.

Figure 8.3.  Input Box

Once the user has filled in the boxes, as shown above, and selected the OK button,

the input module writes the x positions, y positions, and initial guesses for the mechanism

parameters into individual arrays so that the optimization, mechanism analysis, and error

evaluation modules can work with the data.  This process is discussed in greater detail in

Appendices B and C.
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8.3  Optimization

Now that the task has been defined and the mechanism has been specified, the

optimization process is initialized by selecting optimize from the synthesis pop-up menu.

The optimization process starts with the optimization module calling the iterative analysis

module and analyzing the mechanism at one degree increments of θ1.  It should be noted

that, for a simple mechanism like this, the morphing module is not used as a liaison

between the optimization and analysis modules, because branch defects and convergence

are not a major concern and are addressed in the code.

Once the mechanism has been analyzed, the desired output points are matched

with the closest achieved output points of the mechanism and then passed onto the error

evaluation module.  This module measures the error between the points and calculates the

sum of squared errors.  In addition, constraints that are violated by the mechanism result

in the addition of a penalty to the total error value.  Even though the user cannot input

any constraints in the sample program, several were implemented in hard code.  These

include constraints that ensure a well-proportioned mechanism by evaluating link length

ratios and  constraints that ensure that the mechanism can assemble.

Once determined, the total error value is passed back to the optimization module.

The optimization module then proceeds to manipulate the mechanism parameters to

minimize the total error.  After a local minimum has been found, the program prints to

the main program window as shown in Figure 8.4.  The circles represent the desired

output positions and the crosses represent the output positions achieved by the optimized

mechanism.  There is also a simple rendering of the four-bar mechanism shown in the

position θ1 equal to 0 degrees.
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Figure 8.4.  Visual Representation of Results

8.4  Results

The user may now look at the quantitative results of the optimization by selecting

results from the synthesis pop-up menu.

Figure 8.5.  Optimization Results Box
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The optimization results box displays the achieved output position points, the

values of the optimized mechanism, and the total error value for this mechanism.  Since

the optimization routine used in this program does not automatically search for a global

minimum, the user must do this manually.  This is done by  re-entering into the input box,

shown with update values in Figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6.  Input Box Following Optimization

The initial guesses have been updated with new values from the optimized mechanism.

The user may alter these values and perform the optimization again.  The optimization

may converge to the same solution, or it may find a new minimum that is better or worse

that the initial solution.  In addition, the user may modify the desired input points before

the optimization procedure begins.
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Chapter 9:  Conclusions and Recommendations

9.1  Summary

This thesis has presented a foundation for a computer program to design and

analyze spatial mechanisms.  The purpose of this program is to give practicing engineers

an intuitive and general tool for designing spatial mechanisms.

The work presented in this thesis differs from most previous work in computer

aided design of mechanism in that it deals with the design of spatial mechanisms.  In

addition, the use of optimization theory and techniques rather than closed-form methods

emphasizes the desire to solve the design problem with maximum flexibility.  Closed-

form techniques can only be used to solve a limited class of problems and often require

substantial intuition on the part of the designer to obtain practical solutions.  The

optimization technique allows the user more design freedom and an increased ability to

enforce constraints that may be applied to direct the synthesis solution.

The creation of CADSPAM will be a major undertaking, but the author is

confident that it can be done.  While this thesis does not present detailed solution or

working spatial mechanism design code, it does show that all of the problems presented

are tractable and that the approach can be implemented on a computer.

9.2  Further Research

Due to the complexity and size of CADSPAM, a vast amount of work must be

done to create a fully operational program.  The development of this program can be

divided into three phases, based on the different modules.

The first phase of work will encompass the development of the synthesis/design

module, the input module, and the graphics library.  The synthesis/design module is the

heart of CADSPAM and should be done first so the other modules can be developed

around it.  The most important elements of this module will be the optimization and

analysis sub-modules.  The input module and the graphics engine may be developed

concurrently or upon completion of the synthesis/design module.  The input module is the

most direct to develop, but its structure will be critical to the ultimate success of
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CADSPAM.  The graphics engine will require a large amount of development time.

Once these three modules are finished, the program will be able to synthesize a spatial

mechanism and display the results both graphically and alphanumerically.

Phase two of the program development will consist of creating the device

prototyping module, animation module, and interference checking module.  The device

prototyping module and the animation module should be straightforward to develop.  The

interference checking module will be complex and may be suitable for a master's thesis.

Phase three of the program development will deal with creating the help/tutorial

and the advanced analysis modules.  The help/tutorial module will include the help files

and a full tutorial on how mechanisms are synthesized and analyzed within CADSPAM.

The advanced analysis module will be technically complex and could also generate a

master's thesis.

Table 9.1 outlines the development of CADSPAM.  The three phases are

discussed along with an estimate of the time to complete each of the modules.  The time

estimates assume that the programmer has prior experience with Visual C++ and that the

data structure for the modules has been determined.  The level of difficulty of each task is

also discussed.

9.3  Advice to Future CADSPAM Developers

It is recommended that developers first learn C++ and become familiar with

Visual C++.  Many self help books are available on these subjects [Winston, 1994;

Gurewich and Gurewich, 1997; Hyman and Arnson, 1997].

Once the developer has read through this thesis, further attention should be given

to the specific module that they will be working on.  In order to learn more about the

topic, papers that are referenced with respect to that topic should be read.

After all of this has been completed, the developer should be able to decide how

to implement their module of the code.  Before any code is written for the program, the

developer needs to have a good understanding of the data structure that will be used

within the program.  This must be in place in order for multiple programmers to be work

on the code concurrently.  Since the data structure for the mechanism was only defined
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for single loop mechanisms, some thought should be given to how to expand this to

multiple loop mechanisms without having to rewrite vast amounts of code.

Table 9.1.  Modules to Be Developed

Module Estimated Effort For 20
Hour/Week Grad Student Comments

Phase 1
Synthesis/Design Fourteen months Highly technical, the

optimization and analysis
modules will be the main
components within this
module

Input Four months Low technical demand,
good understanding of
Visual C++ would be
helpful

Graphics Engine Seven months Moderately technical,
programmer should have
good understanding of
Visual C++ and OpenGL

Phase 2
Device Prototyping Four months Similar to input module

implementation,
programmer will need to
deal with graphics engine

Animation Three months Low technical demand,
straightforward using
analysis and graphics
engine

Interference Checking Four to ten months
depending of level of
accuracy

Highly technical, complex
problem, graphics may help

Phase 3
Advanced Analysis Seven months Highly technical,

programmer will have to do
some user interface along
with analysis and
integration of graphics
engine

Help/Tutorial Five months Low technical demand,
good understanding of
Visual C++ will be helpful
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It is also suggested that the developers take advantage of the object oriented

nature of Visual C++.  They should try to create and use objects for performing repetitive

tasks so that the code will be simpler and easier to deal with.

When writing code to solve complex problems, it is often good advice to write a

small piece of code to test the general concept first.

Before any CADSPAM code is written, everyone that will initially work on the program

must agree regarding the manner in which data will be passed from one module to the

next and what form it will be in.
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Appendix A:  Data-Flow Definitions

Analyzed Mechanism Description: Mechanism Type +
Mechanism Geometry +
Mechanism Position +
Mechanism Velocity +
Mechanism Acceleration

Animated Mechanism: Display of Mechanism at Different Positions

Animation Positions: Mechanism Positions

Designed Mechanism: Mechanism Type +
Mechanism Geometry +
Mechanism Positions

Geometry Dependent Link Information: Link Mass Properties +
Loads +
Moments of Inertia +
Radius of Gyration

Graphics Library: Code for Rendering Realistic Shapes and Mechanism

Input: Spatial Task +
New Geometry Specification +
Geometry Dependent Link Information

Interference Locations: Mechanism Type +
Mechanism Geometry +
Mechanism Position +
Positions of Interference

Iterative Mechanism Description: Mechanism Type +
Mechanism Geometry +
Mechanism Position +
Yes/No Loop

Library-Selected Mechanism: Mechanism Type +
Mechanism Geometry +
Mechanism Position

Mechanism Constraints: Way to Limit the Solution Space by Placing Limitations
on the Mechanism
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Mechanism Description: Mechanism Type +
Mechanism Geometry +
Mechanism Position

Mechanism Geometry: Link Lengths and Orientation of the Joints Relative to the
Links

Mechanism Library: Description of Different Mechanisms +
Typical Uses For Each Mechanism +
Mechanism Type +
Mechanism Geometry +
Mechanism Position

Mechanism Position: The Specific Pose of the Mechanism

Mechanism Type: The Name of the Mechanism: ex. Four-Bar, RSSR,  or RCCC

Miscellaneous Results: Advanced Results +
Animated Mechanism +
Interference Locations

New Geometry Specification: Mechanism Geometry Selected by the User

New Mechanism Description: Mechanism Type +
Mechanism Geometry +
Mechanism Position

Picture and Description of Mechanism: Picture of Mechanism +
Description of Mechanism +
Mechanism Geometry +
Mechanism Position

Previous Guess: Last Mechanism Position That Was Use

Questions: Information That the User May Request About the Program or Spatial
Mechanisms

Resulting Forces: Static Force Information +
Dynamic Force Information

Scalar Error Value: Scalar Error Value

Spatial Mechanism and Design Task Description: Task and Mechanism
Information +
(Mechanism Constraints)
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Spatial Task: Idea of Task to be Performed by a Spatial Mechanism

Task Constraints: Way to Limit the Solution Space by Placing Limitations on the
Task

Task and Mechanism Information: Task Information +
Mechanism Type +
Mechanism Geometry +
Mechanism Position

Task Information: Task Specification +
(Task Constraints)

Task Description: Task Information* +
(Mechanism Constraints)

Task Specification: Defining the Task to be Performed by the Mechanism

User-Defined Spatial Mechanism: Mechanism Type +
Mechanism Geometry +
Mechanism Position

Key:
+ in addition to
( ) optional
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Appendix B:  Data Structure of Task Specification and

Constraints

The data structure used to describe task specification and constraints must be

general so that this data can be shared by other modules.  The first piece of information in

the structure should define the task, for example function generation, path generation, or

body guidance.  The next item in the data structure will specify the number of design

positions.  The items that follow in the data structure will be used to specify which two

links will be coordinated.  Examples of these structures can be found on the following

pages.

Once the first four parameters have been encoded, the task specification and

constraints may be written.  The information that is shown in columns will be written into

the proper size 2 x n arrays.  The first column of the array will be filled with either a 0 or

a 1 so that the program will know if the user has specified data or not.  The xi, yi, and zi

represents the specified location in three-dimensional space, and the αi, βi, γi represents

the rotation angles with respect to the base coordinate system.  As the specification boxes

are filled, a value of 1 will be written to the first column of that the variable row so that it

can be treated as a free choice within the program.

The constraint variables are denoted by the c prefix.  If constraints are specified

for a particular item, the first column of the respective row will also be filled with a 1.

Path Generation Data Structure (denoted by the 1):

1, 5, 0, 0

1 x1 cx1 y1 cy1 z1 cz1

2 x2 cx2 y2 cy2 z2 cz2

3 x3 cx3 y3 cy3 z3 cz3

4 x4 cx4 y4 cy4 z4 cz4

5 x5 cx5 y5 cy5 z5 cz5
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Body Guidance Data Structure (denoted by the 2):

2, 4, 0, 0

1 x1 cx1 y1 cy1 z1 cz1 α1 cα1 β1 cβ1 γ1 cγ1

2 x2 cx2 y2 cy2 z2 cz2 α2 cα2 β2 cβ2 γ2 cγ2

3 x3 cx3 y3 cy3 z3 cz3 α3 cα3 β3 cβ3 γ3 cγ3

4 x4 cx4 y4 cy4 z4 cz4 α4 cα4 β4 cβ4 γ4 cγ4

The function generation structure will have thirteen columns.  Since the first set of

numbers tells the computer that the 1st and 4th links will be coordinated, the second

through seventh column will contain guidance information for link 1 and the eighth

through thirteenth columns will contain guidance information for link 4.

Function Generation Data Structure (denoted by the 3):

3, 4, 1, 4

1 α1 cα1 β1 cβ1 γ1 cγ1 α1 cα1 β1 cβ1 γ1 cγ1

2 α2 cα2 β2 cβ2 γ2 cγ2 α2 cα2 β2 cβ2 γ2 cγ2

3 α3 cα3 β3 cβ3 γ3 cγ3 α3 cα3 β3 cβ3 γ3 cγ3

4 α4 cα4 β4 cβ4 γ4 cγ4 α4 cα4 β4 cβ4 γ4 cγ4
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Appendix C:  Data-Structure of Mechanism Specification and

Constraints

The data structure for the mechanism specification and constraints must be

general so that different modules will be able to access the information and modify it as

necessary.  Initially, the CADSPAM will only synthesize single loop spatial mechanisms

such as the RSSR and RCCC.  These mechanism can always be broken down into seven

revolute or prismatic joints.  For instance, a spheric joint can be modeled as three non-

coplanar revolute joints with the link lengths in between each of the joints set to zero.

Similarly, a cylindric joint can be modeled as a combination of a revolute and a prismatic

joint.

The data structure for such a general mechanism is represented below.  Each of

the columns will be an array.

1 R/P a1 ca1 α1 cα1 θ1 cθ1 s1 cs1

2 R/P a2 ca2 α2 cα2 θ2 cθ2 s2 cs2

3 R/P a3 ca3 α3 cα3 θ3 cθ3 s3 cs3

4 R/P a4 ca4 α4 cα4 θ4 cθ4 s4 cs4

5 R/P a5 ca5 α5 cα5 θ5 cθ5 s5 cs5

6 R/P a6 ca6 α6 cα6 θ6 cθ6 s6 cs6

7 R/P a7 ca7 α7 cα7 θ7 cθ7 s7 cs7

The first column represents which joint is being described and the second column denotes

the joint as either revolute prismatic.  The four remaining parameters ai, αi, θi, and si are

Denavit and Hartenberg parameters which complete the mechanism's description. The

information that is shown those columns will be written into 2 x n arrays.  The first

column will be filled with either a 0 or a 1 to denote whether the user has specified the

variable.

The variables with a c prefix are constraints.  These arrays will be of size 3 x n so

that the lower and upper bounds of the constraints can be specified for the mechanism
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parameter along with a column to flag if the these have been filled.  If the user wants a

parameter to remain constant, they should specify the same number for both bounds of

the constraint.

Note that no structure has been created for the  transmission angle and workspace

constraints.  These will be implemented as CADSPAM develops and can be added onto

the end of the data structure with different flag values to notify the modules about how to

handle the constraints.
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Appendix D:  Iterative Analysis

The iterative analysis used in the four-bar linkage program is based on the method

developed by Sheth and Uicker [1972].  In place of their nomenclature, the more

commonly used method used in robotics and kinematics will be presented [Craig, 1989].

As stated in Chapter 4, the general matrix that transforms one coordinate system

to another can be represented by the four Denavit and Hartenberg parameters α, a, d, and

θ in the matrix shown.
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This matrix may can divided into the (3 x 3) rotation matrix, Ri, and the (1 x 3) position

vector, pi, as shown.  The position vector column represents the x, y, and z coordinates of

the origin of frame i relative to frame i-1.
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To fully describe the mechanism shown in Figure D.1, the Denavit and Hartenberg

parameters can be written in the tabular form shown in Table D.1.

θ1
L1

L2

L3

L4

X0

Y0

Y1

X1

X2

Y2

θ2

X3

Y3

θ4

Y4

X4

θ3

Figure D.1.  Four-Bar Linkage, Denavit and Hartenberg Notation
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Table D.1.  Denavit and Hartenberg Table With Variables

i αι−1 ai-1 di θi

1 0 0 0 θ1

2 0 L2 0 θ2

3 0 L3 0 θ3

4 0 L4 0 θ4

5 0 L1 0 180

Since the parameters in this table represent a transformation from one coordinate

system to the next, the base coordinate can be transformed around the loop of the

mechanism until it is transformed back to itself.  This is expressed in Eq. (D.2).
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The coordinate ends where it began, therefor the full transformation must be equal to the

identity matrix, I.  This is the basis of the iterative approach.  The input angle and the link

lengths are known.  The intermediate angles can found by trial and error, until the result

of the transformation is equal to the identity matrix.

If the variables from the Denavit and Hartenberg table are substituted into Eq.

(D.2) the following matrices result.
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When these matrices are multiplied together in symbolic form, as in Eq. (D.2), the

result is a (4 x 4) matrix with complex algebraic entries.  Because the mechanism is

planar, if the x and y components of the position vector are equal to 0, then all of the

correct intermediate angles were found and the loop was properly closed.  Even though

there are three unknown angles θ2, θ3, and θ4, the last may be expressed in terms of the

first two, which leaves only two unknown angles.  With this in mind, the two equations

and two unknowns may be solved using a method such as the Newton-Raphson root-

finding technique.

For demonstration, this was done using known link lengths and a known input

angle for the four-bar linkage shown in Figure D.1.  These values along with the

unknown parameters, that are in bold, were calculated and are displayed in Table D.2.

Table D.2.  Denavit and Hartenberg Table

i αι−1 ai-1 di θi

1 0 0 0 80

2 0 3 0 292

3 0 7.5 0 292.845

4 0 5.5 0 235.155

5 0 11 0 180

In order to perform this process for a general spatial mechanism, additional

equations must be employed.  The z component of the position vector, and three

independent equations from the rotation matrix R must also be satisfied.  This procedure

is outlined by Sheth and Uicker [1972].
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Appendix E:  Code From Four-Bar Program

The four-bar program was created using Visual C++, Version 5.  A multiple

document executable file was generated using the MFC AppWizard.  All of the default

setting were used.  Since the program creates so many files, only the ones that I modified

have been included in this appendix.  The name of the files are in bold print.

//Input_Box.cpp : implementation file
//

#include "stdafx.h"
#include "viva.h"
#include "Input_Box.h"
#include "vivaDoc.h"
#include "vivaView.h"

#ifdef _DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] = __FILE__;
#endif

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Input_Box dialog

Input_Box::Input_Box(CWnd* pParent /*=NULL*/)
: CDialog(Input_Box::IDD, pParent)

{
//{{AFX_DATA_INIT(Input_Box)
m_X1_Edit = 0.0;
m_X2_Edit = 0.0;
m_X3_Edit = 0.0;
m_X4_Edit = 0.0;
m_X5_Edit = 0.0;
m_Y1_Edit = 0.0;
m_Y2_Edit = 0.0;
m_Y3_Edit = 0.0;
m_Y4_Edit = 0.0;
m_Y5_Edit = 0.0;
m_Gamma_Edit = 0.0;
m_Link1_Edit = 0.0;
m_Link2_Edit = 0.0;
m_Link3_Edit = 0.0;
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m_Link4_Edit = 0.0;
m_LinkA_Edit = 0.0;
//}}AFX_DATA_INIT

}

void Input_Box::DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX)
{

CDialog::DoDataExchange(pDX);
//{{AFX_DATA_MAP(Input_Box)
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_X1, m_X1_Edit);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_X2, m_X2_Edit);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_X3, m_X3_Edit);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_X4, m_X4_Edit);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_X5, m_X5_Edit);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Y1, m_Y1_Edit);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Y2, m_Y2_Edit);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Y3, m_Y3_Edit);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Y4, m_Y4_Edit);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Y5, m_Y5_Edit);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Gamma, m_Gamma_Edit);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Link1, m_Link1_Edit);
DDV_MinMaxDouble(pDX, m_Link1_Edit, 0., 500000.);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Link2, m_Link2_Edit);
DDV_MinMaxDouble(pDX, m_Link2_Edit, 0., 500000.);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Link3, m_Link3_Edit);
DDV_MinMaxDouble(pDX, m_Link3_Edit, 0., 500000.);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Link4, m_Link4_Edit);
DDV_MinMaxDouble(pDX, m_Link4_Edit, 0., 500000.);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_LinkA, m_LinkA_Edit);
//}}AFX_DATA_MAP

}

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(Input_Box, CDialog)
//{{AFX_MSG_MAP(Input_Box)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_CLEAR_BUTTON, OnClearButton)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_ClearInitialGuesses, OnClearInitialGuesses)
//}}AFX_MSG_MAP

END_MESSAGE_MAP()

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Input_Box message handlers

void Input_Box::OnOK()
{
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// TODO: Add extra validation here

/////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS  p 443 of 21 days book
/////////////////

Invalidate();

/////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS
/////////////////

CDialog::OnOK();
}

BOOL Input_Box::OnInitDialog()
{

CDialog::OnInitDialog();

// TODO: Add extra initialization here

////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS
/////////////////

UpdateData(FALSE);

////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS
////////////////

return TRUE;  // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a control
              // EXCEPTION: OCX Property Pages should return FALSE

}

void Input_Box::OnClearButton()
{

// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here

////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS
/////////////////

// Fill the variable of the edit boxes with null

m_X1_Edit = 0;
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m_X2_Edit = 0;
m_X3_Edit = 0;
m_X4_Edit = 0;
m_X5_Edit = 0;
m_Y1_Edit = 0;
m_Y2_Edit = 0;
m_Y3_Edit = 0;
m_Y4_Edit = 0;
m_Y5_Edit = 0;

// Update the screen
UpdateData(FALSE);

////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS
////////////////

}

void Input_Box::OnClearInitialGuesses()
{

// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here

////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS
/////////////////

// Fill the variable of the edit boxes with null

m_Link1_Edit = 0;
m_Link2_Edit = 0;
m_Link3_Edit = 0;
m_Link4_Edit = 0;
m_LinkA_Edit = 0;
m_Gamma_Edit = 0;

// Update the screen
UpdateData(FALSE);

////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS
////////////////

}
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// Results_Box_Dlg.cpp : implementation file
//

#include "stdafx.h"
#include "viva.h"
#include "Results_Box_Dlg.h"
#include "vivaDoc.h"

#ifdef _DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] = __FILE__;
#endif

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Results_Box_Dlg dialog

Results_Box_Dlg::Results_Box_Dlg(CWnd* pParent /*=NULL*/)
: CDialog(Results_Box_Dlg::IDD, pParent)

{
//{{AFX_DATA_INIT(Results_Box_Dlg)
m_Gamma_Out = 0.0;
m_Error_Out = 0.0;
m_Link1_Out = 0.0;
m_Link2_Out = 0.0;
m_Link3_Out = 0.0;
m_Link4_Out = 0.0;
m_LinkA_Out = 0.0;
m_X1_Doc_Fin = 0.0;
m_X2_Doc_Fin = 0.0;
m_X3_Doc_Fin = 0.0;
m_X4_Doc_Fin = 0.0;
m_X5_Doc_Fin = 0.0;
m_Y1_Doc_Fin = 0.0;
m_Y2_Doc_Fin = 0.0;
m_Y3_Doc_Fin = 0.0;
m_Y4_Doc_Fin = 0.0;
m_Y5_Doc_Fin = 0.0;
//}}AFX_DATA_INIT

}

void Results_Box_Dlg::DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX)
{

CDialog::DoDataExchange(pDX);
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//{{AFX_DATA_MAP(Results_Box_Dlg)
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_GAMMA_OUT, m_Gamma_Out);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_ERROR, m_Error_Out);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_LINK1_OUT, m_Link1_Out);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_LINK2_OUT, m_Link2_Out);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_LINK3_OUT, m_Link3_Out);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_LINK4_OUT, m_Link4_Out);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_LINKA_OUT, m_LinkA_Out);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_X1_Out, m_X1_Doc_Fin);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_X2_Out, m_X2_Doc_Fin);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_X3_Out, m_X3_Doc_Fin);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_X4_Out, m_X4_Doc_Fin);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_X5_Out, m_X5_Doc_Fin);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Y1_Out, m_Y1_Doc_Fin);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Y2_Out, m_Y2_Doc_Fin);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Y3_Out, m_Y3_Doc_Fin);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Y4_Out, m_Y4_Doc_Fin);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_Y5_Out, m_Y5_Doc_Fin);
//}}AFX_DATA_MAP

}

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(Results_Box_Dlg, CDialog)
//{{AFX_MSG_MAP(Results_Box_Dlg)
//}}AFX_MSG_MAP

END_MESSAGE_MAP()

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Results_Box_Dlg message handlers

void Results_Box_Dlg::OnOK()
{

// TODO: Add extra validation here

/////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS
/////////////////

Invalidate();

/////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS
/////////////////

CDialog::OnOK();
}
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// vivaDoc.cpp : implementation of the CVivaDoc class
//

#include "stdafx.h"
#include "viva.h"

#include "vivaDoc.h"
#include "Results_Box_Dlg.h"
#include "Solver.h"

#include <math.h>
#include <fstream.h>   // used for printing to data file

#define my_abs(x) ((x) > 0) ? (x) : (-x)  // absolute value function

#ifdef _DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] = __FILE__;
#endif

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CVivaDoc

IMPLEMENT_DYNCREATE(CVivaDoc, CDocument)

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CVivaDoc, CDocument)
//{{AFX_MSG_MAP(CVivaDoc)
ON_COMMAND(ID_SYNTHESIS_OPTIMIZE, OnSynthesisOptimize)
//}}AFX_MSG_MAP

END_MESSAGE_MAP()

BEGIN_DISPATCH_MAP(CVivaDoc, CDocument)
//{{AFX_DISPATCH_MAP(CVivaDoc)

// NOTE - the ClassWizard will add and remove mapping macros here.
//      DO NOT EDIT what you see in these blocks of generated code!

//}}AFX_DISPATCH_MAP
END_DISPATCH_MAP()

// Note: we add support for IID_IViva to support typesafe binding
//  from VBA.  This IID must match the GUID that is attached to the
//  dispinterface in the .ODL file.

// {6AD3C2A5-5F45-11D1-954D-00609761B1FF}
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static const IID IID_IViva =
{ 0x6ad3c2a5, 0x5f45, 0x11d1, { 0x95, 0x4d, 0x0, 0x60, 0x97, 0x61, 0xb1, 0xff } };

BEGIN_INTERFACE_MAP(CVivaDoc, CDocument)
INTERFACE_PART(CVivaDoc, IID_IViva, Dispatch)

END_INTERFACE_MAP()

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CVivaDoc construction/destruction

CVivaDoc::CVivaDoc()
{

// TODO: add one-time construction code here

EnableAutomation();

AfxOleLockApp();
}

CVivaDoc::~CVivaDoc()
{

AfxOleUnlockApp();
}

BOOL CVivaDoc::OnNewDocument()
{

if (!CDocument::OnNewDocument())
return FALSE;

// TODO: add reinitialization code here
// (SDI documents will reuse this document)

////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS
/////////////////

// Initialize the data members of the document

m_X1_Doc = 0;
m_X2_Doc = 0;
m_X3_Doc = 0;
m_X4_Doc = 0;
m_X5_Doc = 0;
m_Y1_Doc = 0;
m_Y2_Doc = 0;
m_Y3_Doc = 0;
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m_Y4_Doc = 0;
m_Y5_Doc = 0;
m_Link1_Doc = 0;
m_Link2_Doc = 0;
m_Link3_Doc = 0;
m_Link4_Doc = 0;
m_LinkA_Doc = 0;
m_Gamma_Doc = 0;
m_Error_Doc = 0;
m_X1_Doc_Fin = 0;
m_X2_Doc_Fin = 0;
m_X3_Doc_Fin = 0;
m_X4_Doc_Fin = 0;
m_X5_Doc_Fin = 0;
m_Y1_Doc_Fin = 0;
m_Y2_Doc_Fin = 0;
m_Y3_Doc_Fin = 0;
m_Y4_Doc_Fin = 0;
m_Y5_Doc_Fin = 0;
theta_3draw_Doc = 0;
theta_3draw_Doc = 0;

////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS
////////////////

return TRUE;
}

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CVivaDoc serialization

void CVivaDoc::Serialize(CArchive& ar)
{

if (ar.IsStoring())
{

// TODO: add storing code here

///////////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS HERE
///////////////////////

// Save stuff to file
ar << m_X1_Doc << m_X2_Doc << m_X3_Doc << m_X4_Doc <<
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m_X5_Doc;
ar << m_Y1_Doc << m_Y2_Doc << m_Y3_Doc << m_Y4_Doc <<

m_Y5_Doc;
ar << m_Link1_Doc << m_Link2_Doc << m_Link3_Doc <<

m_Link4_Doc << m_LinkA_Doc;
ar << m_Gamma_Doc;

///////////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS HERE
///////////////////////

}
else
{

// TODO: add loading code here

///////////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS HERE
///////////////////////

// Put stuff in file
ar >> m_X1_Doc >> m_X2_Doc >> m_X3_Doc >> m_X4_Doc >>

m_X5_Doc;
ar >> m_Y1_Doc >> m_Y2_Doc >> m_Y3_Doc >> m_Y4_Doc >>

m_Y5_Doc;
ar >> m_Link1_Doc >> m_Link2_Doc >> m_Link3_Doc >>

m_Link4_Doc >> m_LinkA_Doc;
ar >> m_Gamma_Doc;

///////////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS HERE
///////////////////////

}
}

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CVivaDoc diagnostics

#ifdef _DEBUG
void CVivaDoc::AssertValid() const
{

CDocument::AssertValid();
}

void CVivaDoc::Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const
{

CDocument::Dump(dc);
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}
#endif //_DEBUG

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CVivaDoc commands

void CVivaDoc::OnSynthesisOptimize()
{

// TODO: Add your command handler code here

//////////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS HERE
//////////////////////

// When Optimize is selected from menu, read variables into arrays
// This was done late in the code to fix a problem and should be reworked
r_Doc[0] = m_Link1_Doc;
r_Doc[1] = m_Link2_Doc;
r_Doc[2] = m_Link3_Doc;
r_Doc[3] = m_Link4_Doc;
r_Doc[4] = m_Gamma_Doc;
r_Doc[5] = m_LinkA_Doc;
X_Doc[0] = m_X1_Doc;
X_Doc[1] = m_X2_Doc;
X_Doc[2] = m_X3_Doc;
X_Doc[3] = m_X4_Doc;
X_Doc[4] = m_X5_Doc;
Y_Doc[0] = m_Y1_Doc;
Y_Doc[1] = m_Y2_Doc;
Y_Doc[2] = m_Y3_Doc;
Y_Doc[3] = m_Y4_Doc;
Y_Doc[4] = m_Y5_Doc;

// Call the optimization/analysis routines
CSOLVER MySolver;
m_Error_Doc = MySolver.MainProgram(r_Doc, X_Doc, Y_Doc, X_Fin, Y_Fin,

theta_3draw_Doc, theta_4draw_Doc);

// Update the variables with the array values
m_Link1_Doc = r_Doc[0];
m_Link2_Doc = r_Doc[1];
m_Link3_Doc = r_Doc[2];
m_Link4_Doc = r_Doc[3];
m_Gamma_Doc = r_Doc[4];
m_LinkA_Doc = r_Doc[5];
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m_X1_Doc_Fin = X_Fin[0];
m_X2_Doc_Fin = X_Fin[1];
m_X3_Doc_Fin = X_Fin[2];
m_X4_Doc_Fin = X_Fin[3];
m_X5_Doc_Fin = X_Fin[4];
m_Y1_Doc_Fin = Y_Fin[0];
m_Y2_Doc_Fin = Y_Fin[1];
m_Y3_Doc_Fin = Y_Fin[2];
m_Y4_Doc_Fin = Y_Fin[3];
m_Y5_Doc_Fin = Y_Fin[4];

UpdateAllViews(NULL, 0, NULL);

////////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS HERE
////////////////////

}
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// vivaView.cpp : implementation of the CVivaView class
//

#include "stdafx.h"
#include "viva.h"

#include "vivaDoc.h"
#include "vivaView.h"
#include "Input_Box.h"
#include "Results_Box_Dlg.h"
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>

#ifdef _DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] = __FILE__;
#endif

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CVivaView

IMPLEMENT_DYNCREATE(CVivaView, CView)

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CVivaView, CView)
//{{AFX_MSG_MAP(CVivaView)
ON_COMMAND(ID_SYNTHESIS_Input_Information,

OnSYNTHESIS_Input_Information)
ON_COMMAND(ID_SYNTHESIS_RESULTS, OnSynthesisResults)
//}}AFX_MSG_MAP
// Standard printing commands
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_PRINT, CView::OnFilePrint)
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_PRINT_DIRECT, CView::OnFilePrint)
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_PRINT_PREVIEW, CView::OnFilePrintPreview)

END_MESSAGE_MAP()

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CVivaView construction/destruction

CVivaView::CVivaView()
{

// TODO: add construction code here

}
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CVivaView::~CVivaView()
{
}

BOOL CVivaView::PreCreateWindow(CREATESTRUCT& cs)
{

// TODO: Modify the Window class or styles here by modifying
//  the CREATESTRUCT cs

return CView::PreCreateWindow(cs);
}

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CVivaView drawing

void CVivaView::OnDraw(CDC* pDC)
{

CVivaDoc* pDoc = GetDocument();
ASSERT_VALID(pDoc);

// TODO: add draw code for native data here

/////////////////////
// MY CODE START HERE
/////////////////////

sz = 6; // This is the size of the circles and crosses
scale = 20; // Scales the picture for so all can be seen
loc = 300; // This determines the 0,0 reference point for drawing

// Update the view with the new values from the doc
m_X1_Doc = pDoc->m_X1_Doc; // X and Y positions
m_X2_Doc = pDoc->m_X2_Doc;
m_X3_Doc = pDoc->m_X3_Doc;
m_X4_Doc = pDoc->m_X4_Doc;
m_X5_Doc = pDoc->m_X5_Doc;
m_Y1_Doc = pDoc->m_Y1_Doc;
m_Y2_Doc = pDoc->m_Y2_Doc;
m_Y3_Doc = pDoc->m_Y3_Doc;
m_Y4_Doc = pDoc->m_Y4_Doc;
m_Y5_Doc = pDoc->m_Y5_Doc;
m_Link1_Doc = pDoc->m_Link1_Doc; // Mechanism parameters
m_Link2_Doc = pDoc->m_Link2_Doc;
m_Link3_Doc = pDoc->m_Link3_Doc;
m_Link4_Doc = pDoc->m_Link4_Doc;
m_LinkA_Doc = pDoc->m_LinkA_Doc;
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m_Gamma_Doc = pDoc->m_Gamma_Doc;
m_X1_Doc_Fin = pDoc->m_X1_Doc_Fin;
m_X2_Doc_Fin = pDoc->m_X2_Doc_Fin;
m_X3_Doc_Fin = pDoc->m_X3_Doc_Fin;
m_X4_Doc_Fin = pDoc->m_X4_Doc_Fin;
m_X5_Doc_Fin = pDoc->m_X5_Doc_Fin;
m_Y1_Doc_Fin = pDoc->m_Y1_Doc_Fin;
m_Y2_Doc_Fin = pDoc->m_Y2_Doc_Fin;
m_Y3_Doc_Fin = pDoc->m_Y3_Doc_Fin;
m_Y4_Doc_Fin = pDoc->m_Y4_Doc_Fin;
m_Y5_Doc_Fin = pDoc->m_Y5_Doc_Fin;
theta_3draw_Doc = pDoc->theta_3draw_Doc;
theta_4draw_Doc = pDoc->theta_4draw_Doc;

CClientDC dc(this);

// Create a new pen
CPen MyWhitePen;
MyWhitePen.CreatePen (PS_SOLID, 1, RGB(255,255,255));
CPen* pOriginalPen;
pOriginalPen = dc.SelectObject(&MyWhitePen);
LineTo(dc, loc, loc - 5);

CPen MyBlackPen;
MyBlackPen.CreatePen (PS_SOLID, 1, RGB(0,0,0));
pOriginalPen = dc.SelectObject(&MyBlackPen); // Draw origin crosshair
LineTo(dc, loc, loc + 5);

pOriginalPen = dc.SelectObject(&MyWhitePen);
LineTo(dc, loc - 5, loc);

pOriginalPen = dc.SelectObject(&MyBlackPen);
LineTo(dc, loc + 5, loc);

pOriginalPen = dc.SelectObject(&MyWhitePen);
LineTo(dc, 0, 0);

// Draw the Four-Bar Linkage
// Will look wrong if it shouldn't assemble
pDC->SelectObject(MyBlackPen);
pDC->MoveTo(loc, loc);  // Move to origin
Xpos = (scale * m_Link2_Doc * cos(0)) + loc;
Ypos = (scale * m_Link2_Doc * -(sin(0))) + loc;
pDC->LineTo(Xpos, Ypos); // Draw Link 2
Xpos = (scale * m_Link3_Doc * cos(theta_3draw_Doc)) + Xpos;
Ypos = (scale * m_Link3_Doc * -(sin(theta_3draw_Doc))) + Ypos;
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Xpos3 = Xpos;  // Mark right tip of Link 3
Ypos3 = Ypos;
pDC->LineTo(Xpos, Ypos); // Draw Link 3
Xpos = -(scale * m_Link3_Doc * cos(theta_3draw_Doc)) + Xpos;
Ypos = -(scale * m_Link3_Doc * -(sin(theta_3draw_Doc))) + Ypos;
pDC->MoveTo(Xpos, Ypos); // Move Back to start of Link 3
Xpos = (scale * m_LinkA_Doc * cos(theta_3draw_Doc + m_Gamma_Doc)) +

Xpos;
Ypos = (scale * m_LinkA_Doc * -(sin(theta_3draw_Doc +
m_Gamma_Doc)))+Ypos
pDC->LineTo(Xpos, Ypos); // Draw Link A
Xpos = Xpos3;
Ypos = Ypos3;
pDC->LineTo(Xpos, Ypos); // Complete right side of triangle
Xpos = (scale * -m_Link4_Doc * cos(theta_4draw_Doc)) + Xpos;
Ypos = (scale * -m_Link4_Doc * -(sin(theta_4draw_Doc))) + Ypos;
//Xpos = (scale * m_Link1_Doc) + loc;
//Ypos = loc;
pDC->LineTo(Xpos, Ypos); // Draw Link 4

// Draw the desired points
CPen MyNewPen;
MyNewPen.CreatePen (PS_SOLID, 1, RGB(0,0,255));
pOriginalPen = dc.SelectObject(&MyNewPen);

// Define the rectangular boundaries of the circle to be drawn
RECT rect1;
rect1.left = scale * m_X1_Doc - sz + loc;
rect1.top = scale * -m_Y1_Doc - sz + loc;
rect1.bottom = scale * -m_Y1_Doc + sz + loc;
rect1.right = scale * m_X1_Doc + sz + loc;
//Draw the circle.
dc.Ellipse(&rect1);

RECT rect2;
rect2.left = scale * m_X2_Doc - sz + loc;
rect2.top = scale * -m_Y2_Doc - sz + loc;
rect2.bottom = scale * -m_Y2_Doc + sz + loc;
rect2.right = scale * m_X2_Doc + sz + loc;
dc.Ellipse(&rect2);

RECT rect3;
rect3.left = scale * m_X3_Doc - sz + loc;
rect3.top = scale * -m_Y3_Doc - sz + loc;
rect3.bottom = scale * -m_Y3_Doc + sz + loc;
rect3.right = scale * m_X3_Doc + sz + loc;
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dc.Ellipse(&rect3);

RECT rect4;
rect4.left = scale * m_X4_Doc - sz + loc;
rect4.top = scale * -m_Y4_Doc - sz + loc;
rect4.bottom = scale * -m_Y4_Doc + sz + loc;
rect4.right = scale * m_X4_Doc + sz + loc;
dc.Ellipse(&rect4);

RECT rect5;
rect5.left = scale * m_X5_Doc - sz + loc;
rect5.top = scale * -m_Y5_Doc - sz + loc;
rect5.bottom = scale * -m_Y5_Doc + sz + loc;
rect5.right = scale  * m_X5_Doc + sz + loc;
dc.Ellipse(&rect5);

// Create a new pen
CPen MyRedPen;
MyRedPen.CreatePen (PS_SOLID, 1, RGB(255,0,0));
pOriginalPen = dc.SelectObject(&MyRedPen);

// Draw crosses for the actual output points
pDC->SelectObject(MyRedPen);
pDC->MoveTo(scale * m_X1_Doc_Fin - sz + loc, scale * -m_Y1_Doc_Fin +

loc);
pDC->LineTo(scale * m_X1_Doc_Fin + sz + loc, scale * -m_Y1_Doc_Fin + loc);
pDC->MoveTo(scale * m_X1_Doc_Fin + loc, scale * -m_Y1_Doc_Fin - sz +

loc);
pDC->LineTo(scale * m_X1_Doc_Fin + loc, scale * -m_Y1_Doc_Fin + sz + loc);

pDC->MoveTo(scale * m_X2_Doc_Fin - sz + loc, scale * -m_Y2_Doc_Fin +
loc);

pDC->LineTo(scale * m_X2_Doc_Fin + sz + loc, scale * -m_Y2_Doc_Fin + loc);
pDC->MoveTo(scale * m_X2_Doc_Fin + loc, scale * -m_Y2_Doc_Fin - sz +

loc);
pDC->LineTo(scale * m_X2_Doc_Fin + loc, scale * -m_Y2_Doc_Fin + sz + loc);

pDC->MoveTo(scale * m_X3_Doc_Fin - sz + loc, scale * -m_Y3_Doc_Fin +
loc);

pDC->LineTo(scale * m_X3_Doc_Fin + sz + loc, scale * -m_Y3_Doc_Fin + loc);
pDC->MoveTo(scale * m_X3_Doc_Fin + loc, scale * -m_Y3_Doc_Fin - sz +

loc);
pDC->LineTo(scale * m_X3_Doc_Fin + loc, scale * -m_Y3_Doc_Fin + sz + loc);

pDC->MoveTo(scale * m_X4_Doc_Fin - sz + loc, scale * -m_Y4_Doc_Fin +
loc);
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pDC->LineTo(scale * m_X4_Doc_Fin + sz + loc, scale * -m_Y4_Doc_Fin + loc);
pDC->MoveTo(scale * m_X4_Doc_Fin + loc, scale * -m_Y4_Doc_Fin - sz +

loc);
pDC->LineTo(scale * m_X4_Doc_Fin + loc, scale * -m_Y4_Doc_Fin + sz + loc);
pDC->MoveTo(scale * m_X5_Doc_Fin - sz + loc, scale * -m_Y5_Doc_Fin +

loc);
pDC->LineTo(scale * m_X5_Doc_Fin + sz + loc, scale * -m_Y5_Doc_Fin + loc);
pDC->MoveTo(scale * m_X5_Doc_Fin + loc, scale * -m_Y5_Doc_Fin - sz +

loc);
pDC->LineTo(scale * m_X5_Doc_Fin + loc, scale * -m_Y5_Doc_Fin + sz + loc);

////////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS HERE
////////////////////

}

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CVivaView printing

BOOL CVivaView::OnPreparePrinting(CPrintInfo* pInfo)
{

// default preparation
return DoPreparePrinting(pInfo);

}

void CVivaView::OnBeginPrinting(CDC* /*pDC*/, CPrintInfo* /*pInfo*/)
{

// TODO: add extra initialization before printing
}

void CVivaView::OnEndPrinting(CDC* /*pDC*/, CPrintInfo* /*pInfo*/)
{

// TODO: add cleanup after printing
}

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CVivaView diagnostics

#ifdef _DEBUG
void CVivaView::AssertValid() const
{

CView::AssertValid();
}

void CVivaView::Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const
{
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CView::Dump(dc);
}

CVivaDoc* CVivaView::GetDocument() // non-debug version is inline
{

ASSERT(m_pDocument->IsKindOf(RUNTIME_CLASS(CVivaDoc)));
return (CVivaDoc*)m_pDocument;

}
#endif //_DEBUG

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CVivaView message handlers

void CVivaView::OnSYNTHESIS_Input_Information()
{

// TODO: Add your command handler code here

/////////////////////
// MY CODE START HERE
/////////////////////

// Read the newest values into the Dialog Box variables
CVivaDoc& d = *GetDocument();  // get doc reference
Input_Box diag; // make instance of dialog.
diag.m_X1_Edit = d.m_X1_Doc; // transfer document vars into dialog "holders"
diag.m_X2_Edit = d.m_X2_Doc;
diag.m_X3_Edit = d.m_X3_Doc;
diag.m_X4_Edit = d.m_X4_Doc;
diag.m_X5_Edit = d.m_X5_Doc;
diag.m_Y1_Edit = d.m_Y1_Doc;
diag.m_Y2_Edit = d.m_Y2_Doc;
diag.m_Y3_Edit = d.m_Y3_Doc;
diag.m_Y4_Edit = d.m_Y4_Doc;
diag.m_Y5_Edit = d.m_Y5_Doc;
diag.m_Link1_Edit = d.m_Link1_Doc;
diag.m_Link2_Edit = d.m_Link2_Doc;
diag.m_Link3_Edit = d.m_Link3_Doc;
diag.m_Link4_Edit = d.m_Link4_Doc;
diag.m_LinkA_Edit = d.m_LinkA_Doc;
diag.m_Gamma_Edit = d.m_Gamma_Doc * 180/3.14;

// Read Dialog Box variables into newest values
if (diag.DoModal()!=IDOK) // pop the dialog

return;
d.m_X1_Doc = diag.m_X1_Edit;
d.m_X2_Doc = diag.m_X2_Edit;
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d.m_X3_Doc = diag.m_X3_Edit;
d.m_X4_Doc = diag.m_X4_Edit;
d.m_X5_Doc = diag.m_X5_Edit;
d.m_Y1_Doc = diag.m_Y1_Edit;
d.m_Y2_Doc = diag.m_Y2_Edit;
d.m_Y3_Doc = diag.m_Y3_Edit;
d.m_Y4_Doc = diag.m_Y4_Edit;
d.m_Y5_Doc = diag.m_Y5_Edit;
d.m_Link1_Doc = diag.m_Link1_Edit;
d.m_Link2_Doc = diag.m_Link2_Edit;
d.m_Link3_Doc = diag.m_Link3_Edit;
d.m_Link4_Doc = diag.m_Link4_Edit;
d.m_LinkA_Doc = diag.m_LinkA_Edit;
d.m_Gamma_Doc = diag.m_Gamma_Edit * 3.14/180;

OnUpdate(NULL, 0, NULL);

////////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS HERE
////////////////////

}

void CVivaView::OnInitialUpdate()
{

CView::OnInitialUpdate();

// TODO: Add your specialized code here and/or call the base class

////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS
/////////////////

// Get a pointer to the document
CVivaDoc* pDoc = GetDocument();

// Update data members of the view with the document values
m_X1_Doc = pDoc->m_X1_Doc;
m_X2_Doc = pDoc->m_X2_Doc;
m_X3_Doc = pDoc->m_X3_Doc;
m_X4_Doc = pDoc->m_X4_Doc;
m_X5_Doc = pDoc->m_X5_Doc;
m_Y1_Doc = pDoc->m_Y1_Doc;
m_Y2_Doc = pDoc->m_Y2_Doc;
m_Y3_Doc = pDoc->m_Y3_Doc;
m_Y4_Doc = pDoc->m_Y4_Doc;
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m_Y5_Doc = pDoc->m_Y5_Doc;
m_Link1_Doc = pDoc->m_Link1_Doc;
m_Link2_Doc = pDoc->m_Link2_Doc;
m_Link3_Doc = pDoc->m_Link3_Doc;
m_Link4_Doc = pDoc->m_Link4_Doc;
m_LinkA_Doc = pDoc->m_LinkA_Doc;
m_Gamma_Doc = pDoc->m_Gamma_Doc;

////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS
////////////////

}

void CVivaView::OnSynthesisResults()
{

// TODO: Add your command handler code here

//////////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS HERE
//////////////////////

// Read the newest values into the Dialog Box variables
CVivaDoc& d = *GetDocument();  // get doc reference
Results_Box_Dlg diag; // make instance of dialog.
diag.m_Link1_Out = d.m_Link1_Doc; // transfer document vars into dialog

// "holders"
diag.m_Link2_Out = d.m_Link2_Doc;
diag.m_Link3_Out = d.m_Link3_Doc;
diag.m_Link4_Out = d.m_Link4_Doc;
diag.m_LinkA_Out = d.m_LinkA_Doc;
diag.m_Gamma_Out = d.m_Gamma_Doc * 180/3.14;
diag.m_Error_Out = d.m_Error_Doc;

diag.m_X1_Doc_Fin = d.m_X1_Doc_Fin;
diag.m_X2_Doc_Fin = d.m_X2_Doc_Fin;
diag.m_X3_Doc_Fin = d.m_X3_Doc_Fin;
diag.m_X4_Doc_Fin = d.m_X4_Doc_Fin;
diag.m_X5_Doc_Fin = d.m_X5_Doc_Fin;
diag.m_Y1_Doc_Fin = d.m_Y1_Doc_Fin;
diag.m_Y2_Doc_Fin = d.m_Y2_Doc_Fin;
diag.m_Y3_Doc_Fin = d.m_Y3_Doc_Fin;
diag.m_Y4_Doc_Fin = d.m_Y4_Doc_Fin;
diag.m_Y5_Doc_Fin = d.m_Y5_Doc_Fin;
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if (diag.DoModal()!=IDOK) // pop the dialog
return;

////////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS HERE
////////////////////

}
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Input_Box.h
#if
!defined(AFX_INPUT_BOX_H__9E14A621_5F54_11D1_954D_00609761B1FF__INC
LUDED_)
#define
AFX_INPUT_BOX_H__9E14A621_5F54_11D1_954D_00609761B1FF__INCLUDED
_

#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
// Input_Box.h : header file
//

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Input_Box dialog

class Input_Box : public CDialog
{
// Construction
public:

Input_Box(CWnd* pParent = NULL);   // standard constructor

// Dialog Data
//{{AFX_DATA(Input_Box)
enum { IDD = IDD_Input_Box };
double m_X1_Edit;
double m_X2_Edit;
double m_X3_Edit;
double m_X4_Edit;
double m_X5_Edit;
double m_Y1_Edit;
double m_Y2_Edit;
double m_Y3_Edit;
double m_Y4_Edit;
double m_Y5_Edit;
double m_Gamma_Edit;
double m_Link1_Edit;
double m_Link2_Edit;
double m_Link3_Edit;
double m_Link4_Edit;
double m_LinkA_Edit;
//}}AFX_DATA

// Overrides
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// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//{{AFX_VIRTUAL(Input_Box)
protected:
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX);    // DDX/DDV support
//}}AFX_VIRTUAL

// Implementation
protected:

// Generated message map functions
//{{AFX_MSG(Input_Box)
virtual void OnOK();
virtual BOOL OnInitDialog();
afx_msg void OnClearButton();
afx_msg void OnClearInitialGuesses();
//}}AFX_MSG
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP()

};

//{{AFX_INSERT_LOCATION}}
// Microsoft Developer Studio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous line.

#endif //
!defined(AFX_INPUT_BOX_H__9E14A621_5F54_11D1_954D_00609761B1FF__INC
LUDED_)
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Results_Box_Dlg_h
#if
!defined(AFX_RESULTS_BOX_DLG_H__D9281CC1_60CA_11D1_954D_00609761B
1FF__INCLUDED_)
#define
AFX_RESULTS_BOX_DLG_H__D9281CC1_60CA_11D1_954D_00609761B1FF__IN
CLUDED_

#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000
// Results_Box_Dlg.h : header file
//

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Results_Box_Dlg dialog

class Results_Box_Dlg : public CDialog
{
// Construction
public:

Results_Box_Dlg(CWnd* pParent = NULL);   // standard constructor

// Dialog Data
//{{AFX_DATA(Results_Box_Dlg)
enum { IDD = IDD_Results_Box };
double m_Gamma_Out;
double m_Error_Out;
double m_Link1_Out;
double m_Link2_Out;
double m_Link3_Out;
double m_Link4_Out;
double m_LinkA_Out;
double m_X1_Doc_Fin;
double m_X2_Doc_Fin;
double m_X3_Doc_Fin;
double m_X4_Doc_Fin;
double m_X5_Doc_Fin;
double m_Y1_Doc_Fin;
double m_Y2_Doc_Fin;
double m_Y3_Doc_Fin;
double m_Y4_Doc_Fin;
double m_Y5_Doc_Fin;
//}}AFX_DATA
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// Overrides
// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//{{AFX_VIRTUAL(Results_Box_Dlg)
protected:
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX);    // DDX/DDV support
//}}AFX_VIRTUAL

// Implementation
protected:

// Generated message map functions
//{{AFX_MSG(Results_Box_Dlg)
virtual void OnOK();
//}}AFX_MSG
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP()

};

//{{AFX_INSERT_LOCATION}}
// Microsoft Developer Studio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous line.

#endif //
!defined(AFX_RESULTS_BOX_DLG_H__D9281CC1_60CA_11D1_954D_00609761B
1FF__INCLUDED_)
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// Solver.h
#include <math.h>
#include <fstream.h>

class CSOLVER
{
public:

CSOLVER ( );  // Constructor
double MainProgram (double *r, double *X, double *Y, double *X_Fin, double

*Y_Fin, double &theta_3draw, double &theta_4draw);
double locateP (double loctheta2, double &loctheta3, double &loctheta4, double

*r, double *X_loc, double *Y_loc, int c);
double error4br(double Xwant, double Ywant, double error, double *r, double

X_got, double Y_got, double &assembly_error);
~CSOLVER ();   // Destructor

private:
};

CSOLVER::CSOLVER ( )
{

}

CSOLVER::~CSOLVER()
{
}

double CSOLVER::MainProgram(double *r, double *X, double *Y, double *X_Fin,
double *Y_Fin, double &theta_3draw, double &theta_4draw)
{

#define my_abs(x) ((x) > 0) ? (x) : (-x)

const double pi = 3.14157;
const int n = 5;  // Number of precision points
const int J = 6;  // Number of design variables
double delr[J] = {.5, .5, .5, .5, .25, .5}; // step size
double delta[J] = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1};  // FIX THIS TO ALL 1'S (took one out due to

// input timing)
double del_pat[J] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0};
double del_pat_flag[J] = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1};
double X_locate[360]; // x position at 1 deg. increments
double Y_locate[360]; // x position at 1 deg. increments

double assy_error;  // error for non-assembly
int patflag = 1;  // flag to indecate pattern move
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int run = 1;      // loop flag set to TRUE
int againflag;    // flag in loop
double error1, error2, error3, error4, error5; // error values
int flag, reduce;
double summer;     // sums variables up
double abs_delr;  // absolute value of delr
int i, c, b, q;  // used for counting in loops
double theta2, theta3, theta4; // the angles on the four bar
double match_distance, match_distance1;
int cAngle[n]; // angle array for point that match up
double X_Out, Y_Out;
ofstream data_stream ("result.dat"); // used for printing to a file

while (run) {   // if run = 1 then statment is true
if (patflag) {  // We need to do a look around if the pattern move has failed

for (i = 0; i < J ; i++) {
againflag = 1;   // Set flag to begin the loop
while (againflag) {

reduce = 1;   // flag to reduce the step size
theta3 = 45 * pi/180; // set up initial guess
theta4 = 90 * pi/180;
for (q = 0; q < 360; q++) { // check output at all

// points
theta2 = q * pi/180;
assy_error = locateP(theta2, theta3, theta4, r,

X_locate, Y_locate, q);
}
error1 = 0;
for (c = 0; c < n; c++){

match_distance = 50000;
for (q = 0; q < 360; q++) { // match up

// points for comparison
match_distance1 =

sqrt(pow((X_locate[q] -
X[c]),2) + pow((Y_locate[q]
- Y[c]),2));

if (match_distance1 <=
match_distance) {

match_distance =
match_distance1;

cAngle[c] = q;
X_Out = X_locate[q];
Y_Out = Y_locate[q];

}
} // calculate the positional error
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error1 = error4br (X[c], Y[c], error1, r,
X_Out, Y_Out, assy_error);

}
r[i] = r[i] + delr[i];  // this changes the r value so it

// can be tested
for (q = 0; q < 360; q++) {

theta2 = q * pi/180;
assy_error = locateP(theta2, theta3, theta4, r,

X_locate, Y_locate, q);
}
error2 = 0;
for (c = 0; c < n ; c++) {

match_distance = 5000;
for (q = 0; q < 360; q++) {

match_distance1 =
sqrt(pow((X_locate[q] -
X[c]),2) + pow((Y_locate[q]
- Y[c]),2));

if (match_distance1 <=
match_distance) {

match_distance =
match_distance1;

cAngle[c] = q;
X_Out = X_locate[q];
Y_Out = Y_locate[q];

}
}
error2 = error4br (X[c], Y[c], error2, r,

X_Out, Y_Out, assy_error);
}

r[i] = r[i] - 2*delr[i];  // this changes the r value so it
// can be tested again

for (q = 0; q < 360; q++) {
theta2 = q * pi/180;
assy_error = locateP(theta2, theta3, theta4, r,

X_locate, Y_locate, q);
}
error3 = 0;
for (c = 0; c < n; c++) {

match_distance = 5000;
for (q = 0; q < 360; q++) {

match_distance1 =
sqrt(pow((X_locate[q] -
X[c]),2) + pow((Y_locate[q]
- Y[c]),2));
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if (match_distance1 <=
match_distance) {

match_distance =
match_distance1;

cAngle[c] = q;
X_Out = X_locate[q];
Y_Out = Y_locate[q];

}
}
error3 = error4br (X[c], Y[c], error3, r,

X_Out, Y_Out, assy_error);
}

flag = 0;  // the flag is used to test the errors, set to
// zero here

r[i] = r[i] + delr[i];  // get back to neutral step

if (error2 < error1) {
r[i] = r[i] + delr[i]; // this means error2 step

// was success so change base
// value

flag = 1;         // set flag to 1 so it knows it
// was in here

error1 = error2;
reduce = 0;  // set reduce to 0 so that it

//  knows pattern search for
// this var worked

del_pat_flag[i] = 1;
}

if (error3 < error1) {
if (flag == 1) {

r[i] = r[i] - 2*delr[i]; // change base
// value to reflect best
// error value

}
else {

r[i] = r[i] - delr[i];  // change base
// value to reflect best
// error value

}
delr[i] = -delr[i];
reduce = 0;   // set reduce to 0 so that it

// knows pattern search for
// this var worked

del_pat_flag[i] = 1;
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}

if (reduce == 1) {  // come back and change to 1 !!!
abs_delr = my_abs(delr[i]);  // get absolute

// value
if (abs_delr < .001) {  // check min step size

againflag = 0;  // if at min, kick out
// of here pattern
// search for this var

delta[i] = 0;  // when all deltas are 0,
// program ends

del_pat_flag[i] = 0;
}
else {

delr[i] = delr[i] * .7;   // reduce step
// size

againflag = 1;   // loop again
}

}
else {

againflag = 0; // if reduce is 0, look around
// is a success, get out

}
}

}
summer = 0;
for (b = 0 ; b < J ; b++) {

summer = del_pat_flag[b] + summer;
}
if (summer == 0) {   // checks to see if program should end

run = 0;
}

patflag = 0;    // flag to begin pattern move, set to 0
}

for (b = 0 ; b < J; b++) {
if (del_pat_flag[b] == 0){

del_pat[b] = 0;
}
else {

del_pat[b] = delr[b];   // copies step size variables
}

} // begin the pattern move
while (patflag == 0) {  // if patflag is 1, this is true and executed
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for (q = 0; q < 360; q++) {
theta2 = q * pi/180;
assy_error = locateP(theta2, theta3, theta4, r, X_locate,

Y_locate, q);
}
error4 = 0;
for (b = 0 ; b < n; b++) {

match_distance = 5000;
for (q = 0; q < 360; q++) {

match_distance1 = sqrt(pow((X_locate[q] - X[c]),2)
+ pow((Y_locate[q] - Y[c]),2));

if (match_distance1 <= match_distance) {
match_distance = match_distance1;
cAngle[c] = q;
X_Out = X_locate[q];
Y_Out = Y_locate[q];

}
}
error4 = error4br (X[c], Y[c], error4, r, X_Out, Y_Out,

assy_error);
}

for (b = 0 ; b < J ; b++) {
r[b] = r[b] + del_pat[b];  // take a step in all directions

}

for (q = 0; q < 360; q++) {
theta2 = q * pi/180;
assy_error = locateP(theta2, theta3, theta4, r, X_locate,

Y_locate, q);
}
error5 = 0;
for (b = 0 ; b < n; b++) {

match_distance = 5000;
for (q = 0; q < 360; q++) {

match_distance1 = sqrt(pow((X_locate[q] - X[c]),2)
+ pow((Y_locate[q] - Y[c]),2));

if (match_distance1 <= match_distance) {
match_distance = match_distance1;
cAngle[c] = q;
X_Out = X_locate[q];
Y_Out = Y_locate[q];

}
}
error5 = error4br (X[c], Y[c], error5, r, X_Out, Y_Out,

 assy_error);
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}

if (error5 < error4) {  // if this is true then the move was good
for (b = 0 ; b < J ; b++) {

del_pat[b] = del_pat[b] * 1.1;  // take a bigger step
// next time

}
}
else {

for (b = 0 ; b < J ; b++) {
r[b] = r[b] - del_pat[b];  // get back to the better

// previous step
}
patflag = 1;      // get out of pattern move, the next step was

// bad
}

        }
}
for (q = 0; q < 360; q++) { // find theta3 and 4 for so you mechanism can be d

theta2 = q * pi/180;
assy_error = locateP(theta2, theta3, theta4, r, X_locate, Y_locate, q);
if (q == 0){  // set this to whatever output position you want

theta_3draw = theta3;
theta_4draw = theta4;

}
}
for (c = 0 ; c < n; c++) {

match_distance = 5000;
for (q = 0; q < 359; q++) { // find closest output points to desired points

match_distance1 = sqrt(pow((X_locate[q] - X[c]),2) +
pow((Y_locate[q] - Y[c]),2));

if (match_distance1 <= match_distance) {
match_distance = match_distance1;
cAngle[c] = q;
X_Fin[c] = X_locate[q]; // save these values
Y_Fin[c] = Y_locate[q];

}
}

}
return error1;

}

double CSOLVER::locateP (double loctheta2, double &loctheta3, double &loctheta4,
double *r, double *X_loc, double *Y_loc, int q)
{

int run = 1;
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double Func1, Func2;
double Par1Th3, Par1Th4, Par2Th3, Par2Th4;
double Del, Delta_Theta4, Delta_Theta3;
double F1, F2, sum;
double assemble;
double assembly_error = 0;
int counter  = 0;
double pi = 3.141593;

assemble = sqrt(pow(r[0],2) + pow(r[1],2) - 2*r[0]*r[1]*cos(loctheta2)); // make
// sure it can assemble

if (assemble <= (r[2] + r[3])){  // if true, mechanism may assemble
while (run) {

counter = counter + 1;  // Partial of Func1 w.r.t. theta3
Func1 = r[0] + r[3]*cos(loctheta4) - r[1]*cos(loctheta2) -

r[2]*cos(loctheta3);
Func2 = r[3]*sin(loctheta4) - r[1]*sin(loctheta2) -

r[2]*sin(loctheta3);
Par1Th3 = r[2]*sin(loctheta3);  // Partial of Func1 w.r.t. theta3
Par1Th4 = -r[3]*sin(loctheta4); // Partial of Func1 w.r.t. theta4
Par2Th3 = -r[2]*cos(loctheta3); // Partial of Func1 w.r.t. theta3
Par2Th4 = r[3]*cos(loctheta4);  // Partial of Func1 w.r.t. theta4
// Use Cramer' Rule to solve 2 equations and 2 unknowns
Del = (Par1Th3 * Par2Th4) - (Par1Th4 * Par2Th3);
Delta_Theta4 =  (Par2Th3 * Func1 - Par1Th3 * Func2)/Del;
Delta_Theta3 = -(Par2Th4 * Func1 - Par1Th4 * Func2)/Del;

loctheta3 = loctheta3 + Delta_Theta3;
loctheta4 = loctheta4 + Delta_Theta4;

F1 = my_abs(Func1);
F2 = my_abs(Func2);
sum = F1 + F2;
if (sum < .001) run = 0;
if (counter > 19) run = 0;

}
if (counter > 19) { // if it does not converge (non-assembly)

X_loc[q] = 1000;
Y_loc[q] = 1000;
loctheta3 = 45 * pi/180;
loctheta4 = 90 * pi/180;

}
else{ // if it converges (assembles)

X_loc[q] = r[1]*cos(loctheta2) + r[5]*cos(loctheta3 + r[4]);
Y_loc[q] = r[1]*sin(loctheta2) + r[5]*sin(loctheta3 + r[4]);

}
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}
else {  // if it will not assemble from the begining

X_loc[q] = 1000;
Y_loc[q] = 1000;
loctheta3 = 45 * pi/180;
loctheta4 = 90 * pi/180;
if (r[0] > r[1] + r[2] + r[3]) assembly_error = r[0] * 1000; // add penalty
if (r[1] > r[2] + r[3] + r[0]) assembly_error = r[1] * 1000;
if (r[2] > r[3] + r[0] + r[1]) assembly_error = r[2] * 1000;
if (r[3] > r[0] + r[1] + r[2]) assembly_error = r[3] * 1000;

}
return assembly_error;

}

double CSOLVER::error4br(double Xwant, double Ywant, double error, double *r,
double X_got, double Y_got, double &assembly_error)
{

double distance;
double penalty = 0;
double y, z;
double yes, zes;
double my_assembly_error;
// find the distance between desired and actual output
distance = sqrt(pow((X_got - Xwant),2) + pow((Y_got - Ywant),2));
y = r[0]/r[1]; // check link lengh ratios
yes = my_abs(y);
if (yes > 10) {

penalty = yes * 100000;
}
z = r[1]/r[0]; // check link lengh ratios
zes = my_abs(z);
if (zes > 10) {

penalty = zes * 100000;
}
my_assembly_error = my_abs(assembly_error);
error = distance + penalty + error + my_assembly_error;
return error;

}
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// vivaDoc.h : interface of the CVivaDoc class
//
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#if
!defined(AFX_VIVADOC_H__6AD3C2B1_5F45_11D1_954D_00609761B1FF__INCL
UDED_)
#define
AFX_VIVADOC_H__6AD3C2B1_5F45_11D1_954D_00609761B1FF__INCLUDED_

#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000

class CVivaDoc : public CDocument
{
protected: // create from serialization only

CVivaDoc();
DECLARE_DYNCREATE(CVivaDoc)

// Attributes
public:

////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS
/////////////////

double m_X1_Doc, m_X2_Doc, m_X3_Doc, m_X4_Doc, m_X5_Doc;
double m_Y1_Doc, m_Y2_Doc, m_Y3_Doc, m_Y4_Doc, m_Y5_Doc;
double m_X1_Doc_Fin, m_X2_Doc_Fin, m_X3_Doc_Fin, m_X4_Doc_Fin,

 m_X5_Doc_Fin;
double m_Y1_Doc_Fin, m_Y2_Doc_Fin, m_Y3_Doc_Fin, m_Y4_Doc_Fin,

 m_Y5_Doc_Fin;
double m_Link1_Doc, m_Link2_Doc, m_Link3_Doc, m_Link4_Doc,

m_LinkA_Doc;
double m_Gamma_Doc;
double m_Error_Doc;
double r_Doc[7];
double X_Doc[5];
double Y_Doc[5];
double X_Fin[5];
double Y_Fin[5];
double theta_3draw_Doc, theta_4draw_Doc;

////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS
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////////////////

// Operations
public:

// Overrides
// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//{{AFX_VIRTUAL(CVivaDoc)
public:
virtual BOOL OnNewDocument();
virtual void Serialize(CArchive& ar);
//}}AFX_VIRTUAL

// Implementation
public:

virtual ~CVivaDoc();
#ifdef _DEBUG

virtual void AssertValid() const;
virtual void Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const;

#endif

protected:

// Generated message map functions
protected:

//{{AFX_MSG(CVivaDoc)
afx_msg void OnSynthesisOptimize();
//}}AFX_MSG
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP()

// Generated OLE dispatch map functions
//{{AFX_DISPATCH(CVivaDoc)

// NOTE - the ClassWizard will add and remove member functions here.
//    DO NOT EDIT what you see in these blocks of generated code !

//}}AFX_DISPATCH
DECLARE_DISPATCH_MAP()
DECLARE_INTERFACE_MAP()

};

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//{{AFX_INSERT_LOCATION}}
// Microsoft Developer Studio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous line.
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#endif //
!defined(AFX_VIVADOC_H__6AD3C2B1_5F45_11D1_954D_00609761B1FF__INCL
UDED_)
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// vivaView.h : interface of the CVivaView class
//
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#if
!defined(AFX_VIVAVIEW_H__6AD3C2B3_5F45_11D1_954D_00609761B1FF__INC
LUDED_)
#define
AFX_VIVAVIEW_H__6AD3C2B3_5F45_11D1_954D_00609761B1FF__INCLUDED
_

#if _MSC_VER >= 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER >= 1000

class CVivaView : public CView
{
protected: // create from serialization only

CVivaView();
DECLARE_DYNCREATE(CVivaView)

// Attributes
public:

CVivaDoc* GetDocument();

////////////////
// MY CODE STARTS
/////////////////

double m_X1_Doc, m_X2_Doc, m_X3_Doc, m_X4_Doc, m_X5_Doc;
double m_Y1_Doc, m_Y2_Doc, m_Y3_Doc, m_Y4_Doc, m_Y5_Doc;
double m_X1_Doc_Fin, m_X2_Doc_Fin, m_X3_Doc_Fin, m_X4_Doc_Fin,

 m_X5_Doc_Fin;
double m_Y1_Doc_Fin, m_Y2_Doc_Fin, m_Y3_Doc_Fin, m_Y4_Doc_Fin,

m_Y5_Doc_Fin;
double m_Link1_Doc, m_Link2_Doc, m_Link3_Doc, m_Link4_Doc,

m_LinkA_Doc;
double m_Gamma_Doc;
double Xpos, Ypos, Xpos3, Ypos3, Xpos3tip, Ypos3tip;
double theta_3draw_Doc, theta_4draw_Doc;
int sz;  // This is the size of the circles and crosses
int scale; // Scales the picture for so all can be seen
int loc; // This determines the 0,0 point for drawing

////////////////
// MY CODE ENDS
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////////////////

// Operations
public:

// Overrides
// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//{{AFX_VIRTUAL(CVivaView)
public:
virtual void OnDraw(CDC* pDC);  // overridden to draw this view
virtual BOOL PreCreateWindow(CREATESTRUCT& cs);
virtual void OnInitialUpdate();
protected:
virtual BOOL OnPreparePrinting(CPrintInfo* pInfo);
virtual void OnBeginPrinting(CDC* pDC, CPrintInfo* pInfo);
virtual void OnEndPrinting(CDC* pDC, CPrintInfo* pInfo);
//}}AFX_VIRTUAL

// Implementation
public:

virtual ~CVivaView();
#ifdef _DEBUG

virtual void AssertValid() const;
virtual void Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const;

#endif

protected:

// Generated message map functions
protected:

//{{AFX_MSG(CVivaView)
afx_msg void OnSynthesisTalktome();
afx_msg void OnSYNTHESIS_Input_Information();
afx_msg void OnSynthesisResults();
//}}AFX_MSG
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP()

};

#ifndef _DEBUG  // debug version in vivaView.cpp
inline CVivaDoc* CVivaView::GetDocument()
   { return (CVivaDoc*)m_pDocument; }
#endif

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//{{AFX_INSERT_LOCATION}}
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// Microsoft Developer Studio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous line.

#endif //

!defined(AFX_VIVAVIEW_H__6AD3C2B3_5F45_11D1_954D_00609761B1FF__INC

LUDED_)
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